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FIFTY-ON- E

DUMMY

SOLDIER GETS HALF THE BULLETS

WILL PROSPECT

ELEVEN DEAD

FOR

LATE

GOLD IN AIRPLANE

IN SIX AIR RAIDS

Chicago, Sept.

IN TURKESTAN

AT SUCCESS OF ITALKAISER RUSHES TROOPS
TO HELP AUSTRIA.

Western Newspuper I'nlon

Hervlrr.

Oct. 3. Ten killed and
thirty-nininjured was the toll of dead
and maimed left behind by German
air raiders in the sixth raid in eight
days, the official announcement stated. The list brings the total victims
of the German airmen since Sept. 24
killed and 249 Injured.
up to fifty-onNearly 40,000 prisoners were taken
by the British army in Mesopotamia,
which captured Hamaditt, it is announced officially.
The German army seemingly has
been silenced, but Hen. Hnig's monster guns are continuing to pour
shells into their ranks.
Kvery approach to the German lines are now
covered by llriti.sh cannon.
London,
e

e

Washington. Alarmed by the success of the Italian drive over the
plateau, Germany Is withdrawing large numbers of Austrian troops
from France and from Galicla und
Bukowina and rushing them to the
Italian front to meet the renewed offensive of Gen. Cadorna. Official dispatches received from Home say the
secoud phase of the great battle is
about to open.
Hain-sizz-

a

Government dispatches
I'etrograd.
describe the Turkestan revolt as increasingly serious. Irresponsible elements among the troops have obtained
control of the military and seized the
officers. The people are in panic.
Russian Turkestan is composed of
four provinces in central Asia extending westward to the Caspian sea. It
has an area of 42,0H0 Buuare miles
and a population of about C.C8S.000.
The major portion of the region is in
the form of barren or partly cultivated steppes or deserts.

,

29.

re-

turned Indictments naming ICG I. W.
W. leaders and agitators throughout
the United States, detectives, in eight
automobiles donated and driven by society women, members of the Navy
Belief Society, dashed from the federal building to the national I. W. W.
headquarters, and captured thirly-fivmen. At the fame hour similar raids
were conducted in twenty or more
cities throughout the country, it is understood. Approximately 19U persons
were taken to the federal building
here to be questioned.
This was the government's quick,
decisive answer to what federal officials believe was a deep laid scheme
of sabotage, conspiracy and plots akin
to treason to take possession of the
Industries of the country.
The indictment of 150
Washington
leaders In Chicago Is only a
beginning In the government campaign to round up and punish seditious
ni d disloyal characters, according to
.Department or Justice officials.
The indictments charged the men
named In t hem with "seditious conspiracy," the crime nearest treason
within the definition of the criminal
cede, 1'nder conviction the indicted
men may be sentenced to six years in
federal penitentiaries or fined $.i,000,
or both.
Indictments are understood to be
based on revelations brought to light
seizure by
in the recent country-widfederal authorities of documents and
correspondence of the I. W. W. in apcities.
and
towns
proximately fifty
These documents are understood to
have revealed the existence of a conIn its
spiracy the most
scope of any yet unearthed, to embarrass the government in the prosecution of the war by resistance to the
'draft, by fomenting labor disturbances,
by burning crops and forests, and In
numerous other ways. A comparatively small coterie of men is understood
to have directed the entire movement.
There was evidence that German
money was plentifully supplied, as
shown in many letters and canceled
checks.

anti-craf-

CLIFTON MINES FACE SHUTDOWN
Strike Expected to End Oct. 1 Is Still
on and Pickets Put Out.
Clifton, Ariz., Oct. 3. The three operating companies in the
district are making preparations for a complete shutdown of
the mines in this district. This was
announced and Includes the men employed In the various departments of
three companies who have been on salaries since the strike was called July
an1.
On Sept. 22 the companies
nounced their readiness to accept the
terms agreed to between the federal
The
mediators and the operators.
strikers were expected to resume work
Oct. 1 and had notified the operators,
through the grievance committee, of
this intention.
However, when it was
learned all of the strikers would not
It was decided to conbe
tinue the Btrike, pickets were put out
and efforts made to prevent the men
from returning to the mines.

Demand Expulsion of LaFollette.
Petitions from New
Washington
York organizations asking expulsion
from the Senate of Senators LaFol
lette of Wisconsin, Gronna of North
Dakota and Stone of Missouri, were
pntteented in the Senate by Senator
Wadsworth of New York, and rn-- !
fcrred without action to the Senate
privileges and elections committee.
Shortly after Senator Wadsworth pro-- '
sented the petitions, Vice President
Marshall also submitted a mass of
t legnuns, letters and communications
from individuals and organizations.
many of them from Wisconsin,
r.iandlng the expulsion of Senator La-- I
Follette.
d--

I. W. W. List of Crimes Over 10,000.
Chicago. Members of the 1. W. W.
who were indicted by the federal
grand Jury here are charged with mor?
than 10.000 Individual crimes in a
criminal campaign of sedition, according to government agents. It is dePlot
Discovered.
Explosion
clared that the conspiracy laid to the
Reglna, Sask. A plot to blow up I. W. W. chiefs contemplated the hamthe provincial parliament buildings pering of every objective of the govhere was discovered.
ernment in its war aims.

8enate Adopts $2,500,000,000 Measure.
Washington. Congress finished Its
work on the great war tax bill when
the Senate, following the example set
by the House, adopted the conference
report without a roll call. More than
$2,500,000,000 of new taxes are levied
by the measure, which has been In the
making since last April. As soon as
the bill Is engrossed and signed by Vies
President Marshall and Speaker Clark,
It will be sent to President Wilson,
who is expected to sign it Immediately.

Protests Drafting Her Citizens
Washington. The Mexican ambassador, Ignacio Bonillas, has made
formal representations to the State
Department against the drafting of
Mexicans Into the National Army, particularly from the border states.
Mexico

Would Re'leve Small Bill Famine.
Senator Shafroth has
Washington.
secured passage by Senate of legislation to relieve the famine in small
bills. It authorizes national banks to
deissue bills of one and
nominations tip to a limit of $28,009
for each bank.

This dummy at the left of the live soldier Is made of pupier mache, costs
very little und is designed to draw many of the German bullets.
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WAR TAX BILL
IS FAR REACHING
FEW PERSONS WHO WILL FAIL
TO FEEL EFFECTS OF THE
$2,700,000,000 MEASURE.

PROFITS TO PAY MOST
CATCHES

ALMOST

EVERYBODY

TO GRAVE AND

FROM CRADLE

LEVIES TAXES ON HEIRS.

JAPANESE

ENVOY

EXPOUNDS
FOR CHINA.

POLICY

HANDS-OF-

Viscount Ishll Declares Nippon Will
Respect and Defend Neighbor's
Independence.
Wfntern Newspaper t'nlon News Service.
New York. Proclaiming the Monroe doctrine of the Far East, ViBcount

Ishll, head of the Japanese mission to
the United States, warned the nations
of the world that his country will not
tolerate aggressions against the territory or independence of China. At
the same time he pledged Japan not
to nttempt similar aggressions on her
part.
Speaking at a formal dinner in
honor of the imperial envoy's visit to
New York, the ambassador of Em
peror Voshlshito outlined publicly for
the first time since he set foot on
American soil the policy of his government in relation to China.
"Circumstances for which we were
in no sense responsible, gave us certain rights to Chinese territory," Viscount Ishll" said, "but at no time In
the past and at no time in the future,
do we, or will we, seek to take territory from China, or to despoil China
of her rights."
Then, with dramatic earnestness, he
policy of
expounded the "hands-offhis government.
"Not only will we not seek to assail
the integrity or the sovereignty of
China but will eventually be prepared
to defend and maintain the same integrity and independence of China
against any aggressor.
"We guard the Pacific ocean together with our ships, but more than
this and better than the ships or the
men or the guns, Is the assurance of
the notes exchanged between your
secretary of state, Kllhu Root, and our
Ambassador Takahira, in 1908, in
which it was mutually agreed and 'formally resolved to respect the territorial possessions belonging to each
other In the region of the Pacific
ocean.'
"Gentlemen, Japan is satisfied with
this. Are you? If so, there is no Pacific ocean question between us. We
will cooperate; we will help and we
will hold, each of us, what is guaranteed under that agreement."
,

VVeHtern

Newpnper I'nlon News Service.

Washington, Oct. 2. The $2,700,000,-00war tax bill, passed by the House,
without a roll call, which is up for final
action today In the Senate, "catches"
almost everybody from the cradle to
the grave, and, for good measure, levies a few new taxes on the heirs.
Baby's first dash of talcum powder
will, under the 2 per cent manufacturers' tax on cosmetics, help Uncle Sam
carry on the war, and after death the
federal collectors will be on hand to
get the inheritance tax, an advance on
the present rate of from 1 per cent on
$50,000 to 10 per cent on $1,000,000.
Between birth and death most of
man's activities would be taxed.
Those who have profited by the war,
the recipients of enormous excess war
profits, will pay the most to help carry It on. Almost half the total amount
of the bill, or about $1,110,000,000, is
to be collected from them.
The persons who write a postal card
will be caught, for cards will sell for
2 cents each by the provisions of the
bill. Letters will be 3 cents. One will
be taxed when one goes to a moving
picture show If the admission is over
5 cents
of the cost of the
ticket. The rate will affect all who
attend amusements, from the man in
the gallery to the one In the box. A
host of stamp taxes designed to raise
$30,000,000 also will get the man with
little money in many ways. His greatest consolation Is that the consumption taxes, which would have made
him pay on coffee, tea and sugar, were
stricken from the bill.
The new rate on whisky is $2.15 per
gallon and beer $2.50 a barrel. Wine
taxes will be doubled and grape juice
will be taxed a cent a gallon. A person cannot escape taxes by travel.
Eight per cent Is assessed on passenger tickets and summer tickets also
pay a tax.
The men of moderate means as well
as the wealthy are affected by the income tax section. Normal rates have
been doubled and exemptions lowered
to $1,000 for single persons and $2,000
for married ones. Surtaxes for Incomes above $5,000 range from 1 to 50
per cent, the maximum applying to Incomes over $1,000,000. This section is
expected to raise $600,000,000.
Representative Cooper of Wisconsin
criticised the increase In second-clasmall rates; Representative Green of
Iowa insisted that the bill should have
been at least $300,000,000 higher; a
dozen others spoke and then the report was adopted.
Opinions still differ as to the amount
that the bill will raise. Mr. Kitchin
estimated it at $2,575,000,000, while
treasury experts believe it will be
during the coming year and
possibly $2,589,000,000 a year when in
full operation.
one-tent-

s

Women Riot to Bring Peace.
London. A demonstration
against
the German government at Essen, the
home of the Krupp works, in consequence of the decision of Chancellor
Mlchaells not to state Germany's
peace terms. Is reported in an Exchange Telegraph dispatch from Amsterdam.

"

NEW LIBERTY BOND ISSUE.

Allotment to Colorado IDstrlct Totals
$200,000,000.

Washington. Treasury officials announced the apportionment of the second Liberty loan Issue now being offered among the various federal res
serve districts. Virtually
of the loan Is expected to be raised by
the New York, Boston, Cleveland and
Chicago districts.
In the Kansas City reserve district,
which includes Colorado, the amount
given as "expected" is $200,000,000,
while the minimum "demand for defense" Is placed at $120,000,000. In
making the apportionments, officials
used two bases of subscriptions, the
minimum of $3,000,000,000 and an "expected amount" of $5,000,000,000.
Apparently, in offering the second
issue, officials hope to realize a
response.
Here is the apportionment by dis
two-third-

trlcts:

Amount.
District. P.C. Minimum.
Boston... 10 I30,000.000 $ 600.000.000
N. York.. 30
600,000,000
1,600.000.000
8 'A i",0.000.000 ' 415.000.000
Philn
600.000.000
300,000,000
Cleveland 10
Rlchmo'd

Atlanta..

Chicago--

.

St. Louis
Mlnneap'a
Kan. City

4
2

14
4
3
4

120,000,000
80.000.000
420,000.000

lzo.ooo.oou

106.000.000
120,000,000
76.000,000
2Vi
2 1 0,000,0 0 0
7

zno.ooo.ooo
135.000.000
700.000,000
2(M). 001),

lieu

175.000.000
200.000.000
125,000,000
3 50,000,000

Dallas ..
San Fran
Three Private Banks Closed.
Cheyenne. Private banks at Dwyer,
Chugwater and Glendo, Wyo., owned
by J. M. McDonald of Casper, were
closed by order of the state bank examiner.

Arizona 8herlff Arrests Miners.
Phoenix, Aria. With eighty Mexicans and Spaniards under arrest In
the county Jail at Clifton, charged with
Inciting to riot, Sheriff A. H. Slaughter announced that he believed he had
the situation well In hand, following
the attempt of 250 armed strikers to
march from Morenci to Clifton MonTried to Wreck Ship Machinery.
day morning, determined to "clean up
on the whites." More than 300 armed
New York Walter Fricke, a maSugar Prices Drop on Coast.
San Francisco. Cal. The price of citizens are in readiness to respond to
chinist, was arrested on a charge of
from the sheriff should an atattempting to destroy machinery of beet, and cane sugar dropped from 8.20 a call to reorganise
be made.
tempt
to 7.25 cents a pound here.
the transport Powhatan.
two-doll-

Term for Draft Plots.
San Francisco. Daniel O'Connell, a
San Francisco attorney, was sentenced to seven years in the McNeil's
Island federal penitentiary in Washington in the United States District
Court for conspiring to obstruct the
selective draft law.
Sevsn-Yea-

r
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Western Newspaper Union News Service.
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Ordinary.

New Tork. Prospecting for gold by
faille.
Grass steers, good to ch. ..10.50
airplane Is a Job quite out of the or- Uia
to good.. 9.004
steers,
(air
Frances
Mrs.
but
is
what
that
dinary,
b.uihi 8.7
neirera, prime
K. Dyas Is going to try.
Cows, grassers, good to ch. 7.40a 5 8.40
6
4 7.25
to
fair
Cows,
good
grasses,
Mrs.
In
Prescott, Ariz., cows, dinners and cutters o.uuw 6.25
Dyas lives
TO ASK ENTENTE TERMS
and she holds the record of having Veal calves
8.006 11.50
67S4i 6.75
been the first woman in the state to Bulla
10.75
to
choice
,,,, B.50
good
obtain a license as a stock broker. Feeders,
8.60to 9.60
Feeders, fair to good
8.00
..
6.26
ft)
to
common
fair
ASFeeders,
beShe was able to get the license
TEUTON L08SES HEAVY IN
to choice ,. 7.00j 7.76
cause of her maxim that woman can Ktockera, good,
7.00
6.25
to
to
air
SAULTS AGAINST PETAIN'8
good
Stackers,
do anything she wonts to, provided
ARMY AT VERDUN.
she makes up her mind to do It
18.76
Oood hogs
1.U
"I came to New York," she said,
"to Interest folks In several proposiSheep.
17.6018.26
London, Oct. 2. The strongest air tions, and after I bad been here a Lambs
17.2517.75
Feeder lambs
10.6011.40
attack yet attempted on London and while I saw the first airplane I had Gwei
11.50 to12.35.
Wethers
was
the coast towns by the Germans
ever seen In my life. This caused me
carried out last night by four groups
HA V AND UKAIM MARKET.
of hostile airplanes. Some of the ma(P. O. B. Denver. Carload Pries.)
chines got through to London and
Hay.
bombarded the southwestern district.
Pikes per Ton.
ColoradoBuying
uliland, per ton. .20.00014.00
A terrific barrage was sent up from
18.00to22.00
Nebraska upland
Prairie hay (new crop) Colo,
the defense guns and the roar of bat18.0020.00
and Neb., per ton
tle lasted intermittently for two and a
22.00W24.00
Timothy, per ton
half hours. The Germans bombed
Alfalfa (new crop) per ton. 16. 0017.00
23.00'2!.00
Bouth Park, per ton
coast towns as they passed over and
Gunnison Valley, per ton.. .21.0023.00
6.00
proceeded toward London. Two of
btran, per ton
a
in
the groups succeeded
getting
Uraln.
100
ch.
lbs.,
the1
Wheat,
new,
buy
mill,
number of machines through
1.6J
Gate, Neb., 100 lba., buying
Colorado oata, bulk, buying..
sky barrage. Numerous bombs were
Corn chop, sack, selling
dropped on the southwestern district,
3.H0
Corn in Back, aelllng
which is thickly populated with the
Bran, Colo., per 100 lba., aelllng... 1.60
homes of the upper and middle
Floor.
classes.
6.15
Hungarian patent
Advancing in three waves, the Germans launched an attack against the
Drenaed Poultry.
(lesa 10 Commission. 26
British lines near the
23
Springs
22 624
road Monday and succeeded in enterTurkeys, fancy d. p
20
old
toms
622
Gen.
two
Turkeys,
advanced
ing
positions.
17 to 18
Turkeys, choice
22 624
Halg reported that repeated German
Hena, fancy
to 20
18
the
Ducks, young
attacks were repulsed and that
14 616
Lieese
enemy suffered heavy losses.
12 to 14,
Kooaters
Gen. Cadorna has captured 2,019
Lire I'oultrr.
prisoners and won an important posi
(Prices net F.u.B. Denver.)
tion in a new drive on the Bainsizza
II
6 21
Springs
18 to 21
hens, fancy, lb
plateau.
8
10
toll)
Kooaters,
The crown prince Is continuing his
to' 24
22
Broilers, lb
furious attacks around Verdun. The
lu lba. or over ,,,.18 to 20
iurkeys,
16
tol8
Ducks, young
Paris war office reports the repulse
10 toll
Jeese
of especially violent blows Monday.
Isgaa.
The Russians have made another
grades' No. net, F. O.
To Prospect for Gold in Airplane.
39
B. Denver
important gain on the Riga front.
Mo, i net, F. O.
Ems,
They say the morale of the troops is to wonder whether I couldn't
83
B. Denver
fly one
now excellent.
case count, misc. cuaea
and whether it wouldn't be practica- Emkk,
10.95
to
8.60
leaa commission
ble to use It in flying over the mounLondon, Oct. 1. Eleven persons tains where I know
llultrr.
Is
to
be
ore
found.
were killed and eighty-tw45
ex. lat grade, lb..
injured in
"The mountains I have particular Creamerica,
42
Creameries, 2nd grade, lb
Sunday night's air raid, it is an- reference to are the Bradshaw
42
41
I'rocess
range,
nounced officially.
'
25 to 36
Packing stock uulj
Rome reports that In another power- 60 miles across a big desert and full
nevI' mil.
ful drive the Italians have captured of rich gold ore. It has, however,
.'tH'u 2.00
er been gone over because of its Inac- Appb-s- Colo., new, lahcy. box 1.00
the high ground to the south of
5(1.86
elates
pony
Cantaloupes,
to
I
and
this
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remedy Cuiiiutouw, nui. truths
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Isonzo sector. The official announce75 to 1.10
Peaches, Colo
1.70 to 2.50
ment reports also the capture of 1,409 back by Indians from this range has eara, Colo
home
..3.50tot.00
been assayed at $1,000 a ton.
pta.
gr.,
strawberries,
prisoners.
"You see," Mrs. Dyas continued, "the
A heavy artillery action has been
1.60 2.00
to
sink
which
in
desert
of
is sand,
Beets, cwt
you
in progress on both sides of the
20(a) .25
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.07
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front the German Infantry attacked I am sure the airplane idea will prove Cauliflower,
25 to .60
Celery
20to .25
Unions, table, Uoi
the French trenches, but were re practicable."
2.00to 2.25
Potatoes, cwt
pulsed with considerable losses.
02 to .03
romatoea
.20 to? .25
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The official communication issued
doz.
bunchea
Turnips, Colo.,
by the war office also reports air raids
HERE'S DOUBLE BIGAMY
mutes a it i) ruirs.
around Dunkirk, where several civil- WITH PECULIAR TWIST
lans were killed.
Dry Hides.
SO
Flint butcher, per lb
It Is believed In some quarters that
28
fallen
Flint
Ga.
Double
Rome,
weddings,
Dr. Mlchaelis' reported Illness may be
16
Flint bull and stag
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Berlin. A portion of the fighting COLORADO COAL AT $2.753 TON.
ground at Polygon wood, on the Flan30
ders front, to a depth of 5O0 meters, Retailers May Add Not More than
Per Cent to Loss Margin of 1915.
was captured by German troops from
Administrator
Fuel
Washington.
the British, army headquarters announced Tuesday. The gained ground Garfield announced regulations effective for the limitation of the retail
was retained.
prices of bituminous and anthracite
has coal throughout the country.
Consternation
Amsterdam.
The new prices for
been caused In Berlin by the freBh advance of the British along the Bagdad coal In some districts follow:
Pierce and King counties, Washingrailroad in Mesopotamia, according to
ton, $3.25; Lafayette, Ray, Clay, Platte
dispatches from the German capital.
and Lynn counties, Missouri, $3.15;
Paris. The German cities of
Appanoose, Wayne, Boone and WebStuttgart, Treves and ster counties, Iowa, $3.15.
Bituminous domestic coal In
Coblenz were bombarded by French
Canon City, Routt, Garfield,
aviators in retaliation for German atGunnison, Durango, Mesa, Pftkint
tacks on French cities.
Montezum'e, Delta, Montrose and Uio
Amsterdam. A dispatch says Stutt- Blanca districts, Colorado, $3.
Bituminous steam coal in Trinidad
gart was attacked twice by enemy airplanes. Two men were killed and four district, Colorado, $2.75.
women and a boy were injured and
Lignite coal In the northern field
the bombing airplanes wera driven off and El Paso districts, Colorado, $2.45.
t
Osage county, Kansas, $2.55; state,
guns.
by
of Wyoming, $2.50.
In the decree on retail prices the rePope Gives England Germany's Reply.
will be allowed to sell coal
London. The Vatican has delivered tail dealer
a price representing
to the British minister the text of the to a consumer at
an advance of not more than 30 per
to
the
and
Austria
of
replies
Germany
cent over the retail gross margin of
pope's peace proposal. The replies 1915. In no case, however, is the
note
from
a
short
are accompanied by
gross margin from now on to exceed
the Vatican.
the gross margin of July, 1917.
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Arizona Woman Plans Job That
Is Quite Out of the

MANS REPELLED ON YPRES.

Within an hour,

after the federal grand Jury tiad

ALARMED
IANS,

ITALY CA.PTURE8 VITAL POSITION
IN ISONZO DRIVE AND GER- -

Evidence Shows Nation wide Plot to
Hamper United States In War
Preparation!.

BRITISH TAKE NEARLY 40.C00 PRIS
ONERS IN MESOPOTAMIA IN
CAPTURING RAMAOIA.

REVOLT

IN LONDON RAID

CRIME NEAREST TO TREASON ALLEGED AGAINST AGITATORS.

Germany Prepares to Deport Aliens.
Amsterdam. The Tejegraaf says a
bill is being prepared In Berlin authorizing the German government, In
view of the scarcity of foodstuffs, to
remove from the country all foreigners not employed in war industries.
The bill probably will be enforced
within a month.

Fear Spurs' Peace Talk by Gertnany.
Washington. That Germany's present peace drive is partly influenced by
will colfear that
lapse If negotiations are
Is Indicated by reports received in official circles here.
Austria-Hungar-

y

d

Turk Official Hangs Arab Leaders.
Petrograd. Reports from Turkey
show that Djemal Pasha, commander
of the Turkish forces In Syria, has
caused to be hanged all the members
of the committee of Arabs in Syria
who before the war were engaged in
directing the Arab national move-

ment
Troops to Begin Intensive Training.
American Widow Weds Duke.
8an Diego, Cal. "Intensive trainMefclco Has Heme Guards.
War Tax Bill Agreed Upon.
and
Rome. The Duke of Oporto
ing" is to begin soon at Camp KearBodies of "home
a
Mexico City.
Final agreement on Mrs. Philip Van Valkenburg,
Washington.
ney, where several thousand Colorado, the $2,700,000,000 war tax bill was wealthy American widow, were mar- - guards" have been organized In Vera
California and Utah National Guards- reached
Methodist Cruz and other states to oppose baa- by the Senate and House oon- Tied at the American
men are hi camp.

Ypres-Menl-

n

.
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SPECIAL

USE FOR GASOLINE

ATTENTION TO FEEDING CALVES
.

)

Owners of

Cart Urged to Stop
Unnecessary and Extrava
gant Joy Riding.

0
really better. It la estimated that
gallons of gasoline are wasted per
day that could readily be saved.
"Leaky carburetors cause losses.
Often one finds his tank nearly empty
In the morning on this account Form
the habit of shutting off the gasoline
at the tank.. It Is difficult to estimate
the loss from this leakage, but It will
generally be conceded that
pint lost In such manner In a week by
each carburetor Is. low. At this rate,
however, a waste of 81,400 gallons per
day Is noted.
"In a motor, by Judicious regulation
of the gasoline relative to the amount
of air, greater power and economy of
fuel can be obtained. If but
of 1 per cent Increase in efficiency is
obtained, 1,370 gallons of gasoline will
be saved each day.
"This general warning does not
mean that automobile owners should
lay up their cars, and it does not
mean that anyone should change his
mind about purchasing a car, but It
does mean that everyone must be
thoughtful and Judicious In the use of
them. In other words, If the man with
the car can be impressed with his
duty In the premises, If he can realize
his patriotic duty, and act accordingly,
then there will be no problem, for the
United States Is blessed with a won
derful supply of gasoline."

GIANTS, CIIAMPIOfiS

68,-00-

OFlJATIOIIOffGinon

one-ha- lf

GOVERNMENT

REQUIRES FUEL

Army and Navy Need Large Amount
of Liquid for Airplanes, Trucks,
Automobiles, Tractors and
Other Machines.

one-tent- h

II the automobile owners of the
country will stop unnecessary and ex
travagant pleasure riding during the
period of the war, they will save
enough gasoline to take care of all the
war needs of the United States.
If the automobile owners and deal
THE8E ARE GROWING INTO MONEY DAY AND NIGHT.
ers In gasoline handle this most perfect of all fuels in a careful and eco
(From the United Btatea Department of
'
provided, the calf can be weaned ear- nomic manner, they can save enough
Asrlculture.)
lier
;
also
the stronger and more vigor- more gasoline perhaps to take care of
Feeding the calf should begin before
It is born, says Farmers' Bulletin 777. ous the calf the earlier It can be the war needs of the allies.
weaned.
On
the other hand, the more
'ine a Dove statements were made
'Feeding and Management of Dairy
waives and Young Dairy Stock," re- valuable the calf the more expense the by Van. H. Manning, director of the
owner
Is
warranted in developing It bureau of mines, department of the
cently Issued by the United States deand the
it probably will be interior, after a thorough Investigation
partment of agriculture. Poorly nour weaned. Iflater
VARIATION IN MOTOR FEES
skim or separated milk Is or the present
ished cows give birth to weak, puny
gasoline situation.
Calves which are hard to raise. Cows plentiful, calves may be fed profitably
Solve Perplexing Problem.
which have an abundance of palatable until eight or ten months old.
"A patriotic, thoughtful and unself States Lack Uniform Basis for Regis
When the calf is In Its second week,
tration and License Charges Tax
and succulent teed and are In good
ish
response to these suggestions,"
-flesh and healthy, thrifty condition at it should begin to receive grain, and Mtia jur.
According to Weight
once
at
would
manning,
one month old it should eat about
calving time are more likely to pro- when
one
solve
of
the
perplexing problems (From the United States Department of
half a pound a day. After this time the
duce
now before the
strong and sturdy
author!
Agriculture.?
owners In the
caives, which will respond normally to quantity of grain may be gradually In- ties. In order that the war may be
It cost
all
creased,
that
calf
the
will
feeding
proper feed and care.
United
States
in 1016 an average of
on
carried
the
and
successfully,
army
eat
until
three
a
is
pounds day reached, navy will have to have
The calf should always receive Its
Immediately on $7.30 per car for registration and II
mother's milk at first, as the colostrum, probably during the third month. Grain hand enough gasoline for the air- cense fees, according to figures com'
fed
to
supplement separated milk planes, trucks,
Dr first .milk, stimulates the calf's
automobiles, tractors, piled by the office., of public roads,
stomach and other digestive organs to should never be mixed with the milk. and other machines. There must be United States department of agriculIs
It
questionable whether the prepara- no
action. Most dairymen prefer to keep
g
about this supply of ture, In Circular 78, Just Issued, "Au
of grain In any way, such as soakand there won't be. It Is es tomobile Registrations, Licenses and
tie cair with the cow for about forty-Sig- tion
gasoline
or
Is
advisable under most timated
boiling,
hours Immediately after birth. It ing
that the army and navy will Revenues in the United States, 1910.'
may be best to allow a weak calf or one circumstances.
need for the year 850,000,000 gallons, New Hampshire secured In 1018 a
Wheat bran Is eaten readily by
that does not gain strength readily to
and there are two ways of obtaining it, gross revenue of $10.67 and Vermont
remain a longer time, but It Is some young calves. Corn has an excellent In the first place, the Joy rider, whose $10.02 for every motor car, while Mintimes difficult to teach the calf to drink physiological effect and to a great ex- pleasure Is obtulned by covering many nesota, where the registration Is for
three-yea- r
after sucking the cow for a time, and tent may take the place of fat removed miles at high speed can voluntarily
period, received only
serious trouble may result from Its fail- from skim or separated milk. Experi give this up; the man who takes bis about 50 cents annually for each car,
ments tend to show that corn fed to
ure to obtain food.
ride or In South Carolina and Texas no an
calves should be cracked rather than family on Sunday for a
more can cut this in half; every man nual registration fees were required.
Cleanliness Essential.
Ground oats are good In who
finely
ground.
No
and definite basis
Successful raising of calves requires
drives a machine dally can ask
grain mixtures when
but In himself If
absolute cleanliness. Calf pens should many cases cost muchavailable,
part of his riding cannot exists for determining in a logical
more per unit be
obviated. To sum up, every auto- manner the fees to which different
always be kept clean and be supplied of feed than corn and bran. The folmobile owner and driver can be taught cars shall be subject. In some states
with plenty of dry bedding. Discarded lowing
mixtures are recommend to
grain
ask himself each morning whether the fee Is based on the net weight of
feed should be removed from the feed ed In the bulletin :
or not his proposed trip Is absolutely the vehicle; In others, the carrying
boxes, which should be thoroughly
(1) Three parts cracked corn and one
brushed and cleaned each day. All
necessary, and act accordingly, then capacity, the horse power, or some com
wheat bran.
the problem is solved, and with only blnatlon of these factors Is used. Re
milk fed should be fresh and clean, part Three
(2)
parts cracked corn, one slight voluntary sacrifices. On the quirements for registration or licens
which Is true also of other feeds. Milk
part wheat bran, and one part ground other
and
hand, If the people continue to ing of chauffeurs,
oats.
be thoughtless and unwilling to do dealers vary widely. In most states
Three
(3)
parts cracked corn, one
bit In this respect, it motor cars are taxed also as personal
part wheat bran, one part ground oats, their patriotic
may be necessary for the United property. In Idaho, Iowa, Michigan,
and one part Unseed meal.
States to take drastic action which New York, Oklahoma, Pennsylvania
(4) Five parts cracked corn, one part will
stop excessive pleasure use of all and Vermont the registration fees are
wneat Dran, one part ground oats, and
This Is not yet con- In lieu of all other taxes.
automobiles.
one part blood meal.
The tendency recently Is to increase
so I understand, but you
templated,
(5) Oats, ground.
can see that It Is the only alternative the registration fees required for moFeed Palatable Roughaae.
tor trucks, usually In proportion to
Clover hay, alfalfa hay, or the most for the refusal of the automobile owners to
and make the neces- weight, In view of the deteriorating
palatable roughage available should be
effects of heavy truck traffic on roads.
sacrifices.
1 Tesreau; 2 Robertson; 8 Holke; 4 Rarlden;
5 Anderson: 6 Fletcher: 7 Onslow AWiihnit- - o
given the calf after the second week, sary voluntary
For Pleasure Riding.
Alfalfa Is liable to cause scours, and
Schupp; 10 Demaree; 11 Sallee; 12 John McGraw, manager; 13 Pcrritt: 14 J. Smith: 15 Knuff; 10 Zlm.
Is
ALL
"It
KEEP
and
con
PUNCTURED
TUBES
generally estimated
should be fed sparingly at first and Inrman; 17 Benton; 18 McCarty; 19 Gibson; 20 Herzog; 21 Thorpe; 22 Murray.
of the gasoline
creased only after the calf gets accus- ceded that
used
in
the United States (1,2SO,000,Idea Prevails Among
tomed to
At first, hay should be
DIFFERENT VIEWS ON PLAYS BUYING HURLERS IS LOTTERY ARMY-NAVFine Young Holsteln.
Some Autolsts Because They Are
FOOTBALL GAME
lurnisned only in a handful at a time 000 gallons) Is used In pleasure riding.
In
use
of
a
Judicious
the
my
opinion,
of
and
be
Ignorant
so
Repairing.
It
cannot
that
placed
be autonfbbile for this
palls should be scalded thoroughly soiled. For
Even Umpires Disagree as to Correct Graver Cleveland Alexander, Star of Little Chance That Big Grid Contetf
purpose will cut
the first six months, at
with boiling water, or sterilized with
National League, Cost $500
ness ef Decision Managers Vary
"The practice of throwing away a
Will Be Played This Year secleast, the calf should receive all the this amount of gasoline in half, which
team if possible.
would mean the saving of more than tube which has been punctured or
O'Toole $22,500.
8harply In Detail.
retary Baker's View.
roughage of good quality that It will
Milk from cows having a communi- eat
clean. When the calf has access 1,000,000 gallons each day In the year. blown out Is dead wrong," states the
up
cable disease, as tuberculosis, should be to
In the season of 1910 Orover Cleve"By a real economic use of gasoline, service manager of the Flsk Rubber
There is little chance that the Army-Nav-y
It has been said that major ball play
good
during the first six
pasteurized (heated to 145 degrees months, pasture
footbaU game will be played this
Idea still ers are best authority for the state- land Alexander, the star pitcher of the
It need not receive other we can save not only enough to supply company. "This
Fahrenheit and held at that temperathe United States with sufficient for prevails among some autolsts, but It ment that even umpires often disagree Philadelphia Nationals, was drafted year. Newton D. Baker, secretary of
Is
not
It
roughage.
advisable,
however,
ture for 30 minutes) before It Is fed to
have the calf under two months of Its war needs, but also enough for the Is only because they fall to under- as to the correctness of a decision on from the Syracuse club of the New war, declared that he was opposed to
to calves.
needs of the allies. Here are a few stand the advancement which has been the diamond. Thnt noted managers York State league, the management of having the contest played, even for the
Separated milk from a age on
pasture In the early spring.
creamery also should be pasteurized,
suggestions as to how the latter sav- made In the science of repairing tubes. have achieved success by methods the Phillies paying the sum of $500 for purpose of raising a war fund.
because It Is practically Impossible to
Mr. Baker explained that the Army-Nav- y
"A good repair man 'of today can which were Sihnrply different In de- him.
ings may be made:
know that such milk Is free from Infec- SOUND PRECAUTIONS
In the following season the Pitts'Don't allow your gasoline engine to make good as new an injured tube. Im- tails, Is true also.
game had been discussed by him
tion.
run Idle If every automobile in the proved repair equipment and greater
An example of the latter case came burgh club paid the large sum of with Secretary Daniels and CoL PalBetter results are obtained by feed
FOR NEW BEEKEEPER United States saved a pint a week, it skill on the part of the average repair- to light In Detroit. Three famous $22,500 for the release of one Marty mer Pierce, U. S. A. head of the Nawould amount to 440,000 gallons per man account for this Improved grade stars of two decades ago "Pop" An- O'Toole, who was pitching baseball tional Collegiate Athletic association.
ing young.xalves three times a day,
with the periods between feeding as
week, or enough to run 10,000 air of workmanship. Motorists will do well son, manager of the old Chicago Colts; In a most wonderful manner for the St The decision reached was that so far
to send their tubes for repair Just as Charley Bennett, the Detroit catcher, Paul club of the American Association. as West Point and Annapolis were conplanes one day.
nearly equal as possible. When fed In Careless and Nervous
Handling
"Gasoline is generally used In ga long as a reliable repairman will ac and Snm Thompson, the famous DeAlexander proved a real gem ; cerned, every ounce of energy ought
this way the calf does not overload Its
Will Cause Trouble in Any
rages for cleaning, when kerosene Is cept them."
stomach, and the digestion of the feed
troit slugger were watching a game O'Toole after a short career, fell by to be employed toward the prosecuIs more evenly distributed throughout
with Cleveland from a box near the the wayside, which goes to prove that tion of the war, even at the temporary
Colony Study Habits.
sacrifice of athletics.
the 24 hours. Regularity in feeding Is
buying baseball pitchers Is a lottery.
eatcher.
At West Point Secretary Baker ex
Important When calves are fed but (By LEONARD HASEMAN, Missouri ColBobby Roth of the visitors was on
twice a day the feeding should be as
third. He took a big lead, danced a KEEPS AWAY FROM UMPIRES plained a system of very intensive millege of Agriculture.)
CONVERTIBLE BODY FOR AN AUTOMOBILE
To the beginning beekeeper, his first
itary training has been initiated, while
moment on tbe line and then like a
nearly as possible 12 hours apart
Amount of Milk for Calf.
arrangements are being rushed to grad
streak raced for the plate. His efattempt to open the hive and handle
of
Hughie
Jennings
Accepts
Rulings
uate two classes ahead.
At birth a
calf should have the combs and bees may be beset with
fort to steal home was not successful,
Arbiters Without Question-Kick- ing
Mr. Baker also pointed out that the
about eight pounds of whole milk a some difficulties, but In time this befor Stanage bad the ball In plenty of
Doesn't
Pay.
one should have comes the most fascinating part of beefeeling between West Point and
day, while a
time.
was naturally such that playabout twelve pounds. For the first four keeping. Study the bees, their habits,
"Fine play good
try," shouted
Hughie Jennings spends much of
of tbe football match would indays milk from the dam should be fed, nature, likes and dislikes, and then acThompson.
his time on the coaching lines, but ing
volve much
and preparation.
then that from any of the other cows In custom yourself to their ways. The
"If I he makes it a
"Bonehead," roared Anson.
not to get Into He does nottraining
think that this energy
the herd, preferably not from any that honey bee is not a vicious creature.
was manager of a ball club I would trouble with the'point
reIn
a
umpires.
should be devoted at this time even for
are nearly dry. Milk containing not and if given anything like the considfine any man who was foolish enough cent
made two very the
game an
more than 4 per cent butterfat is con eration it deserves It will not fight
advantage of raising a war fund.
to try to steal home. The odds are close decisions,umpire
which would have
sldered best
Careless and nervous handling will
against him."
been disputed by some of the more
BALL PLAYERS TURNED DOWN
At the beginning of the third week start trouble In any bee colony. A
Both men looked at Bennett for his
spirits of the game. But
either skim or separeted milk may be veil should be worn to protect the face.
decision, but Charley smiled and was In each Instance Jennings accepted
substituted for whole milk at the rate Cool smoke should be used sparingly
neutral.
the rulings without a word. Jennings Many Athletes in Various Branches of
of one pound a day. The dally ration at the entrance and under the cover as
demands the same conduct from his
Sport Have Been Rejected as
may be increased from two to four It Is being gently raised. Smoke may
UMPIRE'S ADVICE WAS GOOD players and recently called one of
Physically Unfit
pounds, depending upon the vigor of be used to Induce the workers to fill
them to order for kicking when an
the calf. When the calf does not drink their honey stomachs with honey. In
Since the exemption boards through
Howard Ehmke, Detroit Pitcher, De- umpire gave a close decision. Hughie
eagerly what Is offered, the' quantity this condition they are less likely to
has long come to the conclusion that out the country settled down to work
After Being
Rapidly
veloped
should be cut down. The ration at the sting.
in earnest, It has developed that many
Pinching bees between the
Warned Against Emery.
kicking doesn't pay.
end of the third week usually should be fingers Invites trouble, as it Is their
athletes In various branches of sport
whole and
have been turned down as unfit for
approximately
privilege and nature to resent such
BUI Brennan, the former Federal DAVIS SCOUTING
FOR JONES
separated milk. During the fourth careless treatment The warm part of
military service. Earl Craddock, the
believes that he may
umpire,
league
week the change should be continued the day, when the workers are actively
wrestler, for instance, was declared
have had something to do with the sucuntil by the end of the week only sep- gathering nectar or pollen Is the best
physically unfit as were Tommy Gibcess of Howard Ehmke, the brilliant Former White Sox Player Signs
and Pitcher for Manager
arated milk Is fed, unless the calf is time to handle the colony, for at such,
bons, Heinle Groh and many others.
recruit of the Detroit Ameripitching
of 8t Louis Browns.
The percentage of ball players who
very delicate. With especially vigor- times there are fewer bees in the hive.
cans.
ous calves the change to sep- and those present are more docile.
have failed to stack up to requireWhen Ehmke was In the Federal
arated milk can be made about a week The brood chamber should not be
Acting on the advice of Scout George ments Is large. Flat feet have been
league, Brennan caught him experiearlier. The quantity fed can be In- opened when the weather Is cold If It
and urged Davis, the St. Louis Browns have found very common among the
ball
the
with
emery
menting
ROAD8TER ONE MINUTE, TOURING CAR THE NEXT.
creased gradually to 18 to 20 pounds a can be avoided, for the queen and the
and deformed hands, due to
him to abandon this method of de- signed Ted Murray, captain of the
brood may become chilled.
college team. Murray Is an
"busted" fingers, have been the cause
day.
Those devotees of motoring who de- passenger car Is changed Into an attr- livery. Ehmke did and, Brennan says, Trinity and
a
Davis
hitter.
also
Time for Weaning.
These are a few of the precautions
heavy
of excusing a good many players
tour- active-looking
roadster. By revers- soon learned that he had more than signed a college pitcher named
x
Six months Is probably a good aver- which the beginning beekeeper In par sire a roadster one minute and a
who were otherwise in superb physienough "stuff" without It
becar
but
or
"single-seater- "
financial
the
for
a
next,
this
ing
ing
operation,
the
other
and
the
wean
latter
In
calves from ticular should keep
day,
mind. A careful
cal condition.
age age at which to
reasons
content
other
themselves
with
comes
a
big,
graceful,
came
west
with
Browns.
the
Davis
cost
s
milk. The age depends upon the
The low,
worn by a mastudy of the bee and Its life and habits one machine,
may now satisfy their
touring car, spacious enough for F0HL URGES THREE UMPIRES Joined the St Louis team as a coach. jority of ball
of the milk in relation to the value of and a little effort to adjust one's ac whims.
are responsible
players
the
whole
The
has
family.
body
only
He
the
with
Sox
White
Chicago
for flat wheels; tin ears have kept a
played
the calf. Its breed, size, vigor, etc. The tions to those of the bees will soon
Two-MeautomoSo
A
Ahead
convertible
for
the
ef
been
Fsr
announced.
Arrangebody
lately
Jones'
under
when,
season of the year and the other feeds make beekeeping both an Interesting
management they number of fighters out of the army,
ment as to Permit No Comparison,
It can be built to fit any chassis
won the world's championship in 1906. and the "athletic heart," with which
available also must be considered. and profitable pursuit Every fanner bile has been developed that makes
one
Clevelander.
motor
serve
two.
popular-price- d
as
from
a
of
that
Says
folding
By
light
Jones
and
Davis
have been close a good many athletes are afflicted,
When the best of hay, silage and a should produce his own supply of
the rear section, sn action that re car to those of expensive models with
friends ever since.
has robbed Uncle Samuel of men.
good variety of grains are available, or honey by keeping and properly caring
T
Lee
be
remarks
will
Fohl,
glad,"
quires but two minutes, a Ave or seven- - long wheelbases. Popular Mechanics. Cleveland
when good, succulent pasturage can be for a few stands of bees.
manager, "when the time
comes for us to have three umpires as- JOE HIGGINS GREAT RUNNER RAY CALDWELL IN OUTFIELD
Loose Vibrator.
signed to every game. I have seen
Prevents Overturning.
Feed In 8tanehlone.
Have Wheel Cultivator.
e
Athlete Hailed as Suc- Yankee Pitcher Has All Qualifications
system this
If the screws that bold the small enough of the
If yon have a good sized garden It Don't let calves suck each other after That It will prevent automobiles
so far ahead of
cessor of Mel Sheppard as
That Go to Make Good Chaser
will pay you to have a wheel culti- drinking milk. They should be placed overturning Is the belief of the Inven- brass brackets to the vibrator box be- year to know that it Is
e
Man.
arrangement to permit
of Flies.
tor of an arm to be so hinged to a car come Worn so that they do not hold, do the
vator. The small garden will be bet- In stanchions and fed grain.
no
comparison."
as to swing outward and press a small not use longer screws. Longer screws of
ter cultivated with hand tools, espeJoe Hlggins, the noted runner. Is be
As a precedent for tbe Yankees In
wheel against the ground when the may Injure the windings of the coil
Care of Cream and Milk.
cially If the work has to be done at
Team Going to Honolulu.
ing balled as the successor of Mel making an outfielder of Ray Caldwell
and spoil the vibrator.
Odd moments.
Cream and milk must be kept car careens.
e
not
will
War
deter a team Sheppard as a
man. there have been Elmer Smith, Jimmy
dangers
Better put a metal band dear around
where they will not absorb odors If
the box and attach to dash with small ef Pacific Coast league players making Hlggins, who wears the colors of the Ryan, Cy Seymour, Mike Donlln, Dave
World's Rubber Supply.
p
Succulent Winter Feed.
butter Is desired.
winthe annual trip to Honolulu next
Athletic Club of New Robertson, Harry Wolter and Walter
About 75 per cent of the world's rob bolts.
If yon have too few cows to make
ter. The Honolulu promoters already York, received his early training at Thornton. These were all pitchers beber last year was produced In the
silo pay, do not forget to plant some
Cause of Bitter Milk,
New York automobile owners con- are securing signatures of players Holy Cross. Hlggins has not decided fore they took to playing the outfield.
If- milk Is bitter when It Is drawn, British empire, which consumed only
root crops to serve as succulent feed
to make the trip and are find- whether he will stick to the mile and Caldwell has the qualifications that
la fall and winter. Mangels, stock the trouble Is with the caw ar her 12 per cent the United States using tribute almost $1,000,000 la taxes and agreeing
runs or whether be will go these men bad. He Is a natural hit12
ing no trouble In securing the men 1,000-yarfees to the state cuds.
beets aad turnips are recommended.
per cent
fe
la for the mile.
ranted.
ter and Is fast
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EDITORIAL CLIPPINGS
FrasB the War News.

THE OTHER FELLOW SATS
GOOD ROAD SANTA FE .
belongs to Dr. Doepp and Mr. Noel, PUBLICITY EXPERT SAYS
and is near the Vineyard farm, on
THAT DONA ANA COUNTY
TO TAOS MEANS MM
The National Committee on Pub- a school section at one time considerHAD A GREAT FAIR
MORE AUTOS YEARLY
lic Information requests that the ed fit only for grading, but the ownFiUbM h7
letters of the boys at the front be ers have 200 acres of water and a J. F.
IS AFTER
NEW
MEXICO
for
the
A
automobile road betweea
Jarrell,
publicity
good
agent
STATE PUBLISHING COMPANY
read carefully before publishing for fine pasture. Carlsbad Argus.
Santa Fe, was in the city today, en Taos and Santa Fe would bring tt
THE "JUDAS" OF SENATE many reasons. It is the purpose of
ateast Mr. Jarrell was in
Santa Fe not less than 1,000 mora
this committee to see that only the Editor J. T. White of the San Ton route
at the Dona Ana county machines every year, in the opinion
.. Editor
GUTHRIE SMITH
be published1 and that no infor- Sentinel up the track, was a visitor tendance Las
Cruces
and
The state of New Mexico does truth
at
fair
of
Lewis S. Wilson, an attorney of
yesterday
get to the enemy thru dis- in the city last Saturday, and while
an address, an excerpt of Katon.
not believe that Senator La Follette mation
FRANK STAPLIN
Manager
closures of military operations. Roy here purchased a new Ford car. He delivered
which was printed in The Herald
has any right to block the progress
Mr. Wilson it in Santa Fe look
made the money off whiteface cat- last
of the Government's plan to carry
evening. Yesterday was farmers' ing after several business matters,
Tucumcari
Sun.
tle.
on the war intelligently and successday at the fair, and Mr. Jarrell gives none of them of more importance
Charlie Stevens got mighty sore at We are
matter at the post office
Entered as second-clas- s
glad to have the explana- a glowing account of the crowd that than the road between) Santa Fe
fully. The state of New Mexico does his crops this year. He didn't fire tion.
at Santa Fe, New Mexico, under the Act of
We
sure
editor
were
the
of
was present, the interest manifested and Taos. He is .urging that people
not believe that any man, holding his hay, but he canned his beans.
March 3, 1879.
the San Jon "Sentinel' did not earn and the
to such dangerous beliefs and try- El Paso Herald.
magnificent display of prod- bf Santa Fe city and county leave
the money publishing a newspaper. ucts.
ing to block progress, has any right
nothing undone in their effort to seIn Mr. Jarrell's opinion, Dona Ana cure a good road between the two
With the thermometer at 37 above
to hold his seat in the Sonata.
Subscription to Weekly State Record $1.50 per year
killThere
have
more
been
people
is one of, if not the best, county in placet.
No doubt a great many of tbSa zero a very light frost here on Wed- ed
by street accidents in. London the state from the standpoint of agrisenators are convinced that La Fol- nesday night did no damage but gave
Raton-Tao- s
since
war
the
than
air
FRIDAY OCTOBER 5, 1917
Getting Ready
began
alby
culture. Much interest is being taken
lette ought to be expelled, but up all of us warning that winter is
raids. Las Vegas Optic.
in farming and the results are truly
Arrangements have ben made ts
to this time everyone has shrunk most here. Fort Sumner Leader.
marvelous. He is of the opinion that build the road from Raton to Taos,
from the unpleasant task. Precedent
It pays to keep your eyes on two Lots of men would be willing to their county agent, who is a real both Colfax and Taos counties makbodies
is
all
in
and
a
on
if
tax
a
stand
HERE
organized
strong
proCOLONEL PREFERS SWORD
SPEAKER
GREAT
pages of the
booster and can do most anything ing an appropriation, the federal
nowhere else does it appear to be spots the advertising
could be put on
the stores of the merch hibitive taxNashville
from singing a solo to giving expert government pledging a correspond
When Col. Roosevelt concluded his Santa Fe furnished a real audience qui,, so s.rong a. in our senate, Journalfc andadvertise.aovis
Southern
Journal.
advice on every phase of farm work, ing amount.
Something like $25,00
said The custom is for a Senator to be
speech recently at Kansas City,
for a public speaking which was Fe's
is largely responsible for Dona Ana or $30,000 will be expended on the
gold quill, with to bo
presented
thing beyond Santa the unmolested until ninety percent, of We are very glad" to present our The Swedish
road
between
Raton and Taos. Mr.
the Fiji Islanders rise' in indigna- readers a statement from Governor
government should county's success. Albuquerque Her Wilson
the reminder that the pen is mightier power of accomplishment; and
hopes that the commissionthan the sword. Whatever the rela- Santa Fe audience was rewarded, tion and vociferously demand that a Lindsey on the prohibition issue now get its grub from the people it saws ald.
ers of Santa Fe county, and the oftive merits of the two instruments, for Gov. Hanly exceeded the press little purifying be done. This custom before the people of New Mexico. wood for. New York Sun.
ficers of the Santa Fe Chamber of
Compromising With Germany
He has been decidedly in favor of La Read it. You will never find any- in ulnflucncB and force.
Col Roosevelt prefers at this time
Commerce will
with the
The Russian Provisional GovernIs Exactly On Par With
sword. spoke at the court house Friday roliette.
to defend his country with
better on the question. It is ment might have a chance if it could
thing
officials of Taos
and all toHe
He said:
Compromising With Burglar gether will enlist county
worthy of note, too, that the gov- provide morel provisions. Brooklyn
ACT
night, in support of prohibition.
NOW
TO
TIME
the support of thc
"But I would rather have a sword. is a most active member, and one of
ernor's views today are exactly in
The burgilar who had broken into a state highway commission and the
New Mexico is convinced that the line with his record on the sub- Eagle.
This is a very exclusive war as far the founders, of the Flying Squadron.
murdered the owner and pas- federal good roads department. He
house,
d
I was
s I am concerned.
Too many members of Congress sed the valuables out of a window is calling on a number of interested
The audience filled the court room. time for action is here, and that ject previous to becoming the chief
by the committee on admis- It was appreciative and responsive. some genuine American must take executive of the state. It simply are fighting to have the world made to a confederate would be willing parties while he is in Santa Fe.
sion."
Governor Hanly spoke for an hour the lead. Therefore New Mexico has shows that he is on the side of right safe for reelection. Toledo Blade.
to compromise with the officers of
Col. Roosevelt ought to be able and ten minutes, and more than fifty asked her senior Senator to lead the and stays there regardless of what
the law on the terms that he be
Excluded From Mails
to draw at least a little consolation minutes of that time was devoted fight for the expulsion of La Follet- it may cost. "A man's a man for We might stand for a peace with- permitted to depart, that the doors
world-waMinneapolis, Sept. 28. The Alarm.
time
to
war
was
the
te. Up
declared, a' that." MillsDeveloper.
out victory, but n,ot for a war with- and windows of the house should
from the fact that even more ex to a UTiscussion of the
n
a paper published here by Carl
. c
and Senator Fall had been the most conout victory. Boston Transcript.
never again be locked and that the
perienced military men nave been
account ui i:MuftnnK nf time
has been denied the use of the
There is, however, some satisfacblackballed.
There is the case of al,pace, it i. not possible to do more sistent ana unrelenting critic the Ad
him
alarm
menaced
which
burglar
The fight in the senate is between
mails, local postoffice officials anLeonard ,nan recBII a few of the high lights. ministration had had. He was espe- tion in knowing that when our shoes
General
certain Major
nounced today. Ahlteen is being held
. nf tm world is being cially opposed to the Administra- wear out will be on our feet again. the Law and the Profits. Santa Fe on his first entrance should be
Waoil. ranlcinff maior veneral end
in jail pending trial on charges of
New Mexican.
former chief of staff of the United lre.made, its lines written in blood, tion's foreign policies. But whatever Catawba Sunbeam.
is
the proposal interfering
Substantially this
with enlistments. He was
States army. Early in the year, when
refboundaries marked with human his differences with the Administra
of
with
German
the
government
The Otero County potato crop proaffiliated with the Industrial WorkPerhaps if some one explains in erences to Belgium.
the
tiuni low over this I ....... nvnasties are tottering, tion as to foreign policies. Senator mises
murderer
The
to be a record maker. The German to Senator La Follette why
ers of the World.
and already, Fail is an American, and for Amer-atr- e
country, General Wood had the cour- - kingdoms crumpling
and the robber is willing to get out
crown ica, whatever the circumstances. Torrance county bean crop is a re- we are at war he will understand it. if the
, ihn one
to tell the people that the Unit- -'
is
back
and
left
open
way
Mora
and
county
Baltimore Star.
ed States was not prepared for war, at faen from the head of its wear-en- d After war was declared, it was h cord breaker,
the right of
denied
who introduced the resolution which threatens to put New Mexico in the
that it ought to get ready. La- - er
of
And
honor
states.
list
Some of the draft slackers used
potato
war to enable the peo- would have centralized the nation's the
ter developments have made it rea-- , uti... ;
German Way Of Thinking
in the hands of the President,
country will continue to settle incenius excuses, but just wait till
sonably clear that General Wood's
el nf the earth to choose between power
up with industrious people, and grow we hear those nut forth bv the nro- - This is pure Boche. This is the way
statements w.-r-e true: that the coun- - ,18 two theories of government; the for the conduct of the war.
We are here because f.'tcers when their gains are conscript-tha- t the German thinks, and this is why
aP' SENIOR SENATOR CALLED UPON in importance.
try was not ready, that it needd irnpo,5ible autocracy of the
all peace discussion with the German
is happening.
Willard Record . !el ! Montague.
to get ready. General Wood's re- - burgs the Hohenzollerns and the
is today folly. We shall not make
is
he
such
Because
an
American,
be
ward was to
demoted, and, h'tcr. Romanoffs against the democracy
Aunt Minerva You are always
While the president doesn't say so terms with the murderer until the
Scn-th- e
he
is
senior
and
because
her
and
Lincoln,
of
the
f
denied
erson
be
to
leading a;j down by J ;f
privil !(;e
the virtues of advertising, right out it looks as though he thinks crime has been expiated. The Ger
and ator, New Mexico has asked Senator boosting
expeditionary army to France. f nj preserved hy Washington Appo-,Facan you give me a single instance that if congress wants to talk peace man must go from Belgium: he must
lead
the
The
to
and
fight.
request
Yorktown
in it oxisht to go and hire a hall. Kan pay for what he has done in Belgium,
Grant throucb
published
, .
maoe yesieraay auernoon n ine where an advertisement
,
TO DEVELOP TRADE
?
s
sas City Star.
and he must consent that the doors
from Charles
.
we maae war u following
telegram
Be barred against his return ; and
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From Special Reports and State Papers
CURRY
Mala Street
The city's grading gangs whose ac
tJvity has been most evident lately on
Rejuvenating

aome of (our residence

stre'e)ts,

is

this week engaged in a complete rejuvenation of Main street. Cinders
are being placed on the street, or
portions of it that are roped off
from traffic, and the street is being
broken up and crowned. The work
being done is excellent preparation
lor paving should the latter be
aanctoined by the property owners
at a near date when the matter is
submitted to them. Clovis Journal.
DE BACA
Many Boys. Go To War
Albert Foor, Clarence Hornberger,
Frank Silva, Raleigh Edwards, Ad.
ouston, U. D. Brown, Paul Beau-bieMike Williams, and two other
Fort Sumner young mqn, whose
names were not learned, have all received notice to aopear at Santa Rosa
Oct. 3rd and join the Guadalupe county quota to proceed to Fort Riley,
Kansas.
This makes a total of almost 65
young men from this vicinity, either
volunteers or drafted, that have gone
to the training camps. Fort Sumner
Leader.
n,

DONA ANA

half

the total acreage
hundred acres it planted
to the Durango variety, which is a
long staple selling higher than short
staple cotton.

ional fraternity men at Brownsville,
Texas, cleared a large sum for the
Red Cross by a glee club entertainment and arranged a number of
dances, barbecues and other social
events for its members.
It is estimated that over 300 fraternity men will be stationed at camp
Cody, after all the troops have arrived, and plans are being made for
the establishment of club rooms and
the arrangement of a social program.
Members of Greek letter social

thirty-fiv- e

Stat Lin Towas Crow

The Texas-NeMexico state line
towns of Farewell and Texico are
Several
growing rapidly.
large build
ings are under construction and
The Santa
being planned.
Fe railway has made extensive improvements at 'this point where the
fraternities of national standing are line from Galveston joins the main
invited to communicate with anyone line to California. Carlsbad Current.
of the following:
Corporal Jack S.
Porterfield,
Sigma Apha Epsilon, Will Plant Wheat
John J. Jasper, Phi Delta Theta and
Will Riley received his tractor atHorace Ouren, Beta Thcta Pi, all of tachment
last week and now has it in
Battery D, First Iowa field artillery, readiness for the plowing. Will is
or Theodore J. Ptak, Delta Tau Delta, preparing to plant 125 acres of wheat
Second Iowa band.
this season. Hope Press.
w

oth-ersa- re

Busiest P. O. Ia Stat
The soldiers at Camn Cody have
sent back home approximately $60,000
in postal money orders since Sept.
1, trom
the large camp postotfice.
They are mailing out on average 12,- 500 letters and postal cards
daily,
and 3 truck loads of mail arc being
delivered daily at camp direct from
the trains. O. C. Fisher is the camp
postmaster, and he said Wednesday,
that in all of his twenty-thre- e
years
experience he had never seen a bet
ter system devised than the one in
use at Lamp Cody, and he has been
stationed in some of the largest
in the country. The work
here is supervised by W. E. Foulks,
the postmaster at Deming, who was
highly praised last year for his
handling of the mail at Camp DemMr. Fisher now has eleven
!,erka- a experts, assisting, h.m, and
he expects two others to arrive with
in a few days. Deming Headlight.
Hitchcock. Visits Camp Cody
Former Postmaster General Frank
H. Hitchcock,' who still wears the
belt of efficiency in the P. O. Department, was in the city for a little
while this morning and was shown
over Camp Cody by Senator W. D.
Murray, A. W. Pollard, E. L. Foulks
and the Graphic editor, and like all
other great men he was

Agricultural Education
Lack of space prevents the an
aouncement of elaborate plans work
ed out and accepted by the State
and
County
Superintendents o(
Schools for agricultural education
in the rural schools. Outline of the
work will be shown at Farm Bureau
headquarters at the Fair. The experiment is going to be watched by
educators all over the state.

-

one-thir-

rapidly taking
peanut
the place of "Kini? Cotton". The lamis in
North Texas are eftnccnlty 'adapted to the
sometimes
growing of
...
...... producing
IC
.Inn ..,o, n. cnpeanuts,

balance.

fine

NEW MEXICO STATE LAUD SALES

land in Estancia Valley, good imorove
ments snd abundance of well water, will
be sold in n bod v. or divided to auit nurchasers. No, 56. State Record, Santa Fe,
n. at.
-4 aectiona deeded land r miles from Tu
STATE OF NEW MEXICO
adobe
ranch bouse, also
cumcari, large
47,
three small houses! rural telephone, on
NOTICE FOR PUBLICATION
mail
all
and
fenced
route,
daily
plenty
at
INVESTMENTS
El Paso real es-al- e water. Will lease place 1 to 3 years 175
PUBLIC LAND SALE
per year. Must aell with lease
invettmenti par well. Increa (350
head of cows at $65 per head, including
UNION COUNTY
sing values. Future assured Some w neaa oi calves by side. Ten per cent
will be allowed. No. 42, State Record,
good things on band. Indicate tiie cut
Office
of
Commissioner of Public
the
of contemplated Investment and send Santa Fe, N. M.
Lands,
for list. McCutcheon & McCutctieon
REAL ESTATE WANTED.
Santa Fe, New Mexico.
815 Mills Bldg. El Paso, Texas
Notice is hereby clven that nurauant
WANTED Sold State Land Numbers, nlat.
-of an Act of Congress,
SALESMAN
To appoint Agents for great- complete description. Box 61, Buffalo, Ok- - to the provisions
of th.
approved June 20. 1910. the
est Automobile Tractor on market. Posi- lanoma. no. si.
State of New Mexico and the rules and re.
million dollar
tion open is with
gulations of the State Land Office, the
Offers excellent returns and good WANTED
Full details and descrip Commissioner
Lands will offer
luture. Write giving references. Suite 2J10, tion regarding large cattle ranches at public aale of to Public
the highest bidder at
Liberty Tower, N. Y.
in New Mexico. No. 20. Care State 10 o'clock, A. M
on Tuesday. October
16th, 1917. in the town of Clayton. Coun
WANTED
St to 100 sections of good gras-in- g Record.
ty of Union, State of New Mexico, in
land. Must have running water and
front of the Court House
tbc
plenty of it. Weitern New Mexico sat- WANTED
and terms following deacribed tracts of therein,
Information
land visi
Will
not
but
pay fancy price,
isfactory.
relative
ranch
of
to
10,000
5,000
to
able to handle 50,000 to 75,000 acres
No.88
Sale No. SM. Lota 1. 2. SWUNV.U
acres with plenty of stock water.
Ru
Care State Record, Santa Fe, N. M. '
No. 16. State Record, Santa Fe, N. M. SWtf, NWJ4SEJ4 Sec. I, Lots J, 4, StfNWK.
REAL ESTATE FOR SALE.
N'iSWSj, NvlSEli. SWiaSE! Sec. 2. NH.
ISWtf, WtfSEK Sec. 3. All of Sees. 4, S.
HERE'S S BARGAIN S2t sere farm for WANTED Ranch of 8,000 to 10,000 INJ4, NEgSWtf, NJSliX Sec 6, Lots I,
active in neighborhood. acres.
sale, Oil company
Must have good grass and 2. 3, EtfNWtf, EJ4SW54, SEW Sec. 7, NE
Bargain if taken at once. Must aell. J. B. water. Will not
BMbCM Sec. S,
BTOWJt, SMSWJt,
Pay any fancy prices
sec. y, tibV Sec. 10,
roctor. Mills, N. M. No. 65.
No. 15. State Record, Santa Fe, N syiay,, Sec.
nw)iv
:
II, SJ4NJ4, SWM,
WtfSEu

Mora About The Pollywog
The morning and evening mixed
CATTLE RANCH
trains will be taken off after Sat- 3,000 to 4,000 High Grade Herefords
local
will
and
run
the
urday
freight
tor Sale Dandy Cattle Ranch, lone
both north and south daily, mak- established and favorably known, no
ing up in a measure for the incon- better Range in the Sojth West feed
venience to the
traveling public ing being unnecessary living water
caused by the stopping of these and Springs all over the Range,
trains. Artesia News.
grass good and Stock in fine shape,
between three and four thousand high
QUAY
grade Herefords (fine Herd) about
seventy good Saddle Horses all much
above the average quality, price for
May Pave Businass Streets
A. Z. Rogers and a few merchants complete Outfit Ranee delivery $140.- 000.00, terms granted for part Cash
together with the city council have
Payment, if preferred Stock tallied
started a movement to pave the main out
at following prices. Cattle 75
business streets of Tucumcari. NothCows 3 to 8 yrs, $40 per head, Calves
ing definite has been done but it is 1917, $20
per head, Bulls $100.00 per
thought by next week things will be
well under way toward getting the head. Horses $65.00 per head, and
Ranch
Thomas G. Aitken,
$25,000.00.
consent of the property owners alone
the proposed streets. The city will (Agent). Deming, N. M. No. 79.
d
of the whole cost
REVOLUTION
IN NORTH TEXAS.
pay
while the property owners on both The Mexican bnll weevil has wrought a
in
farm
conditions in North
Kreat
change
sides will be required to pay the Texas. The
is
humble,

post-offic-

PER ACRE-O- NE
THIRD DOWN,
S10.00
slance on time at reasonable interest for

a little over two thousand acres el

PRICE And Terms wanted on a good
grazing tract of from 5000 to 10000
acres anywhere in New Mexico. Will
not pay any fancy prices. If you have
reasonable offer let me hear from you
with full information in, your first letter. No. 78. State Record Santa Fe.
FOR
300

STOCK

SALE-LI- VE

head

No. 32,

yesrling steers, 1)4 per head.
State Record, Santa Fe, N. M.
-

SKtfSEW Sec. 12, E'A Sec. li NWj$NW)4
Sec. 14, NNEK,
NEtfNWX,
SW
Sec. 15, All of Sec 16, NJ4NWJ. Sec.
17, NtfNESa,
NEtfNWj Sec. 18, NEJ4, Ntf
NWtf, SEtfNWa Sec. 21, WHSWtf, Sy,
NW4, NENWj2, NEX Sec. 23, WJ4NW,,
21N., R. 34E.. WJ4, WW
NE54 Sec. 24,
NEtf, SEtfNEX Sec. 18, T. 2IN., R. J5E,

SWNW.

t

containing

Lot 2 Sec. 6, T. 24N.. R.
S!,NEM,
Sec, 25, KJjSEtf, SWNWX, SWU
NWU,
SEWSWH
NWSWM,
EJ,
Ntf, NEWSWH, NtfSEX, SEMSEM
Sec.
SJ4NK, S'A Sec. 33, NJ4NEU, SWM
NWW, N!,SW4, SWKSWX, ESEW Sec.
34,
SA Sec, 35, All of Sec. 36, T.
25N., R. 32E., SJ4,SEtfNWK, S,NEX.
NEKNF-Sec. .in, NJ4NEW,
NWW, Ntf
SWM Sec. 31. T 2SN.. R. 33E.. containine
There are no improvements
6.41X.78 acres.
this land.
SK'A,

GERMAN

AND FRENCH Imported Regis
tered Stallions, also Percheon and Kentucky Saddle Stallions, Brood Mares and
young stock, also larKe registered Jack
and Jannrt stock. Will sell singly, or in
.1
hunch. If interested, write. No 55. State
Record, Santa Fe, N. M.

acres. The improvements

Sale No. SSI, All of Sec. 3. NEWNWM.
NUNEJ,, SEWNEX Sec. 10, U'i, N&SWW,
Sec. 11, T. 24N., R. J2E., W&
NWWSEtf

head average two and three year 33E.,
No. 33, Sec.
steers, $45 and 157 per head.
State Record, Santa Fe, N. M.
Sec.
1400

old

7,385.46

on this land consist of tank, well, windmill,
and fencing, value $3,000.

S'A
26,
27,
28,

acres.
land.

Then an no improvements oa tats

Sate No. an, NMSH Sec,
33E., containing 160 acres.
'

4, T. 27J1., R.
There an sw
improvemeats oa this land.
No bid oa the abova described trmeta
of land will be accepted for - less tbaa
Five Dollars (S5.00) scr acre which ia tba
Aad in addition
appraised vslne thereof.
thereto the successful bidder mast pay
for the imnrovementa that exist on tk
land.

Each of the above
will be offered

land

lj.

described tracts of
for aale aetuurata.

The successful bidder must sist tn tka
Commissioner of Public Lands, or his agent
such sale,
of the
holding
price offered by him for the land, four
per cent interest in advance for the balance of such purchase price, the fees for
advertising and appraisement aad all costs
incidental to the aale herein, and each
d all of said amount a muat be de.
posited in cash or certified exchange a
the time of aale, and which said amounts
and all of them are subject to forfeiture
to the State of New Mexico if the aua- cessful bidder does not execute a contraot
within thirty days after it has been milled to him bv the State Land Ofliee.
said contract to provide that the purchaser
may at his option make payments of not
less than
of ninety-fiv- e
per
cent of the purchase price at any tints
after the aale and rrior to the expiratioa
of thirty years from date of the contract,
and to provide for the payment of any
unpaid balance at the expiration of thirty
years from date of the contract, and to
for the payment of any
provide
balance at the expiration of thirty unpaid
years
from the date of the contract, with interest on deferred payments st the rats
of four per cent per annum payable sa
advance on the anniversary of the date
of contract, partial paymenta to be credited on the anniversary of the date of contract next following the date of tender.
The Commissioner of Public Lands of Neat
Mexico, or his agent holding ansa sale,
reserves the right to reject any and all
bids offered at said sale.
Leases on any
of the above described lands will be
d
on October 1, 1917, and possession
will be given the successful bidder upon
execution of the contract
Witness my hand and the official seal
of the State Land Office thia 20th
day of
July. 1917.

THIRTY HEAD STANDARD BRED Horses
KOHT.
Sale No. 8S2, Lots I. 2. 3. 4. SUNWM
p'..h'i:.. 1
rmnl.'.i..'.r
A.
and mares from yearlings up; good stallion;
c. I. N!4 MW
Sec. 2, Kt.fi,
take Western land, clear.
Or what have
State of New Mexie,
NtjS4
Sec.
K.
957.5-T.
3,
27.N.,
33E.,
Box
First
1"17.
Publication July 27,
175, Chadron,
j
Nebraska. No. 62.
you.
containing

'!

Mavbe A "White
Way" .
.
The talk of better lights for the J,
,,'?'.
tl
section is being revived. Counties for sale on
terms. Von can
Ilea
all
about these lands, the productions
Some years apo there was an agit" ""'
vegetables, grains; the mild anil
atiori tor a "Wliitp way, " lint nwino- - hralhfu)
c,inlatc. lhc churches. Schools and
soon
to the business conditions that
Water Supply. The Chico Review will tell
followed the question was dropped. yu all about it. Send 50c for six months
subscription. All innnirirs regarding these
Everything is now looking better, and1 lands,
terms of sale, etc., cheerfully given
The Fair prevents further space
No negro population, no saloons. No
Continued
on
eight.)
page
people anywhere, ("orfspondence noliritfor this important subject but wfc He had a nice chat with Contractctl.W. TIIK REVIEW, UIICO, TEXAS.
NAME:
This will he difficult on account of, that look like a nrosuect. or 'a mine?
will keep up the campaign all win or Owen Hughes, remarking that
The property comprises ten full t,le topography of the ground, but We have over SCO tons of uood shio- ter. Essential points are that this tne visit to tne camp is not to De
TWELVE SECTION
RANCH Six sections
a
constructive
leased
some patented
Stair
land,
is the loRical time to break up old 'compared to meeting
resorien to win prove more ccouo - pins ore on the clumps and in order
he anta Kosa Lar- some homestead land.
This place is near mining claims;
alfalfa stands to start a rotation, genius like Hughes.
Jaggart, Emma, mical and satisfactory in the end. jto get out more it is only necessary
Corona, Ntw Mexico, has pltnty of water rizozo, Guadalupe,
also
was
Hitchcock
General
t
great-ais
The Farm Bureau
and has timber for the protection of utock. I'ecos, Altamont. Kipper Ma.xinc, ami Development on the remaining claims to drill the holes in the enormous
importing seed)
I'ricr ?i(.uuu. No. 56. Stale Record, Santa'the May Dav. the whole comprisiuc should be a secondary consideration veins and shoot out the ore. No ex- cost, saving the farmers several ly impressed with the statement made
PERSONAL
Fe, N. M.
a group at the head of the Dalton upon the results of the Kmma andjpensivc shaft sinking to find out if
thousand dollars, seed information ny nis tnena.
for results, try me; TWO THOUSAND
IF LONELY
cultural directions and details will Capt. E. S. Bullock, that less than MARRY
acres in a solid boi dy: Canyon traversed by a white quartz i'l aBffart, the former of which will be! Mining Engineer was a good gu esser
and
"Home
successful
most
best
Maker";
be readily suplied on aplication to half of one per cent of the northern hundreds rich wish marriage soon; strict between Mcintosh ami Moriarty, Torrance lode, precambrain mostly amphibole expected to yield a larpe low grade or not. It is the intention of this
States guardsmen are affected with ly confidential; most reliable; years ex county, alt under fence, title clear, every granite.
the office.
tonnage to winch the laggart, when company to be conservative with the
acre can be cultivated, good pure water
The general has largiC perience; descriptions free. "The Success on
tuberculosis.
penetrated the primary ores of the funds of the treasury and make every
ACCESSIBILITY:
every quarter section at 10 to 60 feet,
iul
Box
Mrs.
556,
Club,"
Grand Jury Members
Purdie,
Oakland,
and
Mexico
New
interests
.
intrusions will yield a high grade dollar spent bring a fair return. A
in,
mining
excepting two quarters on which the wells
The group is located in Dalton ,shipping c
Robert S. Roberts, foreman, E. S. Arizona, which he visits frequently. California.
are 90 feet, one good two story six room
sulphide or easily 125 ton oil flotation mill is to be
one five room house and other Canyon twelve miles east of Santa
house,
Adoin, J. M. Barncastle, Florentine Newspaper Men At Camp
ore.
concentrated
erected as soon as sufficient money
wish- smaller houses. No. 52. State Record, San- I e
MARRY
Hundreds
wealthy
miles
two
easti The Ass
approximately
Carrillo, Fred Gatto, Jose Rosales,
taken were so Ut as to is in the treasury to pay for same.
Judge Davis, leading mineral writer ing early marriage; all age and na- ta Fe, N. M. Thia Ia All Good Bean Land. of and
the
where
bcenic
Z. P. White, J. G. Stewart, Marti
Highway,
thelnrovp ti.e nrc.,,CP nf ,lln
of the southwest and Jacobs, noten
Do not delay. If you want to be ia
years in business; most reli- 160 ACRES WITH FLOWING WELL, in the 'same crosses the Continental Divide.
iano Heredia, Andres Rcl, Maurice booster writer, both on the staff tionality,
on the first dividends, buy stock to,inhi
able, strictly confidential, particulars uVt-ArP.
W.
'"di
favJohn
Esterbrook,
of the El Paso Morning Times,
Beneteau,
?
day. The price is 25 cents per share.
free; Successful Cupid Mrs. Cappel,
Fitch, Jose Duran, Doroteo Valen- ored Deming and Camp Cody with a the Home Maker, Box 757, Oakland, fenced but has no
house, Roodi"1 lne. s"P: and by a reasonable for ore reserves.
This price will not last long for as
De pill in suape,
tiowintr well of purr artesian water ' no. expenditure
coulU
Francisco visit this week, their camp escort Cal.-- No.
cia. Antonio
Portillo,
80.
54.
N. M.
State Record, Santa
,llt the more advisable method is ooeosososeoeeeeceescoosoeososeeeeooeooccosQeeesoosc
Sanchez 2, M. W. Woolcy, Jose M. being Owen Hughes himself and the
J
KANSAS CITY TESTING LABRATORY,
WESTERN Contractor, Age 40, S6.250 Acres in one 'tract. 30.000 acre, oi l1" construct a trail to the Highway
Flores, L. W. Case. Las cruces cm Graphic editor.
They were much WEALTHY
Office and Main Labratory, 1013 Grand Avenue
Q
which
is fine fruit nnd tanuino
JJlJA
land. ,that could be widened to an auto
" "UIU !"""
'
ukij,11-en.
'
ntintHfl unfh
nfnrrrpcc Dfrtntl ft Ohio.
Tel. M. 3076 Home, M. 1327 Bell
No. 94.
Splendid opportunity to develop by build
thus bringing the railroad ship- i?
ini?
Graphic.
out tn set road,
reservoirs and
Certificate Of Assay
Close School For Fair
ten
miles
of
to
within
-A POOR ORPHAN girl, healthy, nice look (tiers.
No. 51, State Record.
Sant Fc ping point
Kansas Citv. Mo., Ian 4. 1917.
'Illle property.
The ounils of the city schools were Work On El
Road
(zooa nouse Keeper is anxious r.. al
lnp, loiiy and
We
Ada
West.
to
farmer
hereby certify that the samples ore ore herein described j
in the South
marry
very much disappointed (?) when the J, rj. Newton, in charge of the
TITLE:
dress "Orphan" Box 4, San Diego, California.
Three sections of relinquishments, locatand assayed from I.ahoma Copper Company, gave the following
was circulated that the city jstruction and repair of the El Paso -The title is clear, being held by
No. 92.
;! north ot iucumcari,
Lots ot water,
results to Secretary.
schools were to close Tuesday even-- 1 Deming road, has started to work
windmill, wells and tanks. 8 miles of wire richt nf lnratinn. tlir- - lor.il ion heinir
HAKRY G. HATCH, Tucumcari, N. M.
A SPIRIT Medium, rivc Readmits, heal fence. 80 acres broke. No. 34, State Record,
tag for fair week. We think it is jn earnest. The right of way, three theBE sick;
nul
as
law
Dy
tiionumuittd
N
required
M.
course only $1.00 postpaid. Santa Fe,
Gold
Silver
Total
a wise move on the part of the Board. 'miles west of Montoya and runninpj Rev. E. A.$10.00
Copper
recorded and the holdings of K
Thomas. Medium, Author. 20
iduly
We were kids once ourselves and to the mesa, has been laid out. liickerstaff atreet, Isoston Masa.
O No. I, Taggart Mine
08
0.24
3.4
Three sections of deeded land $4.50 and! the Comnanv incorporated under tile
22.15
$5.00 an acre, fine pr.iss and lots of water l
fi No. 2. '1'annart Mine
remember the terrible amount of Gangs are at work grubbing and
c.. l"f
7.3
,.f' i.
00
0.08
43.85
WORTH
ALSO wealthy'in
SJ5.0IKI,
springs and wells, two sets of imwork we did on fair days or. circus straightening out the old road. WIDOW.
08
1.2
n No. o, Cluadalupe Mine
9.05
U2
will marry honorable Rentle- provenr tits, nine miles of 2 and 3 wire
DEVELOPMENT
daughter
young
OO
It
1.3
day. Fairs are as much for young Columbus Courier.
men.
7.80
l.',,,,,r Mr,,.
Answer quick. R. C, Box 584. Los fence. rsu. 35, State Record, Sa
000
Fe, N.
All
or
more
of
have
claims
the
71.
M.
(XI
Angeles. Calif No.
No. fi, I'ecos Mine
2.1
0.00
12.60
people as for their elders, especially
less development, either side hill tun
since the inauguration of the childNo. 7, Alta Mont Mine
00
3.4
20.77
0.58
EDDY
BEST land ing A CATTLE LOCATION on which you can nets or vertical shafts. The Taggart
LADY OWNS 600 ACRES
we
So
have
far
ren's club work.
No. 1, Santa Kosa Mine
A6
I moil
00
0.00
57.00
a year I., c a
5,II0U
Ohio. Would marry soon. Mrs. I. Warn. make a I, .nunc.
lor
171)
Inner :.ni a
heard no complaints on the part of Train Service Curtailed
1.42
No. 5, Kmina Mine
00
'
35.12
57
'
Irani! added to present holdings
flood :cut KXJ feet to a winze ; which at
No. 12.
8 tiold
the scholars.
20.00 per ounce)
at
was tilled
climate, good water, good grass, good the date of examination
Automobile service between Ros- N
O.dS
67.
New
WORTH
P
No.
Prices
York
THOUSANDS
Silver
MARRY:
at
WEALTHY
Slate
at
location,
cord, Santa
per ounce)
'with witer The Fmnia has a shaft
well and Carlsbad and intervening
Presbyterian Synod Meets
to $800,000
Confidential description, N. M.
0.30 per lb.)
crosscutted' by an audit at the 60 foot'
Copper at
annual session ofjtowns will receive an impetus after
The twenty-nint- h
KANSAS
CITY
TESTING LABRATORY, X
iruu acres ucruru liinu si
iu per lire, ttvui ami a iinini iikw
tnv wvnuiu
the Synod of New Mexico met atiOctober 1st., because of the dicon-th- e Box 4, San Diepo, I. all. inrma No 70
O
All level, no waste
By Ray Cross, Secretary,
id, located west of(lf tle canyon. The Carrizozo has a
local Presbyterian church this tinuance of the morning train
New
Mexico,
IF LONESOME Write to me, and I will
foot tunnel and the remainder of eocccoscoeeoesoeoscceoeosoeococcccccooccoosoeoeeoo&sa
ate7"ndmplenty0c?f!-Tall
cootl
with an exceptionally fine pro- - vice. For several years the railway send
(rood,
place
conof
soon as the smelter returns are had
you hundreds of description
CONCLUSION
crazint? land, 150 head oi
Claims an nave some worKins
I
company has given its patrons the genial people, anxious to marry, many it. nvistlv
gram.
Water is available in abundance for on the car now being got out tilts
benefit of this service without very worth $1,000 to $350,000, (quick results tie, S75.no for cows; 40 head of yearling cf various depths and degree of com
any form of wet concentration, and stock price is going up. We expect
Ralph Lee Hyde, San and land all together'-N- o.
Great Fair, Fine Weather
P'etion.
40. State Record.
great compensation, but( now that guaranteed),Cal.address,
No. 83.
with the road of two miles completed it to be of par value in thirty days.
The finest weather that ever laidijjncle Sam has made extraordinary
Santa Fe, N. M.
GEOGRAPHICAL CHARACTER
to the Scenic Highway by means of! Very easy money is made on the in- ut of doors contributed much to-- ! demands for freight service and CAPITALIST, 41, Worth $.150,000. would marry 640
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The general distribution of copper time back was selling at 35 cents
Charlotte, Michigan No. 69.
ture were ideal conditions, so that Wells In Drain Ditches
at
house; (rood barn and corrals. Price associated with irregular intrusions sm
reth is land S5.50 an acre, all cash, no' ,
per snare in Arizona. Today this
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The HILLMAN

A Story About an Experiment With Life

By E. PHILLIPS OPPENHEIM
HIE PRINCE
CONSPIRE

OF SEYRE

AND CALAVERA, THE DANCER,

TO ENTICE JOHN STRANGEWEY FROM HIS

HONORABLE

LOVE OF DAINTY LOUISE MAUREL

one or two couples were, duuclug. The
people seemed suddenly to have become like puppets In some strange.
unreal dreum. He felt un ulmost fever
Ish longing for the open air, for
long draft of the fresh sweetness of
the night, far uway from this overheated atmosphere charged with un
nutuable things.
As ho passed through the farther
doorway he came face to fuce with
the prime.
"W'uvre ure you going?" the lutter
asked.
"Mademoiselle Calavera hits asked
me to get her some chumpagne," he

bell und tell them to lay u place (or
you. Afterward, If you like, you may
come in here and finish brooding over
these wretched bills while Mr. Strange
wey talks to me."
Sophy came suddenly across the
room und sunk on the floor at Louise's

"I am sorry I" he said. "And yet I
am not," he added, drawing bis chair
close up to ber side. "I am glad I You
knew that I loved you, Louise. You
knew that It was for you I bad come."
She was begluntng to collect herself.
' Her brain was at work again ; but she
was conscious of a new confusion In
her senses, a new element In her life.
She was no longer sure of herself.
"Listen," she begged earnestly. "Be
reasonable! How could I marry you?
Do you think that I could live with
you up there In the hills?"
"We will live," he promised, "anywhere you choose in the world."
"Ah, no !" she continued, putting his
hand. "You know what your life is,
the things you want In life. You don't
know mine yet. There Is my work.
You cuunot think how wonderful It Is
to me. You don't know the things that
fill my bruin from day to day, the
thoughts that direct my life. I cannot
marry you just because because "
"Because what?" he interrupted eagerly.
"Because you make me feel something I don't understand, because you
come and you turn the world, for a few
But that is all
minutes,
foolishness, isn't it? Life isn't built up
of emotions. Whut I want you to un
derstand, and what you please must
understand, is that at present our
lives are so fur, so very far, upart. I
do not feel I could be happy leading
yours, and you do not understand
mine."
"I have come to find out about
yours," John explained. "That Is why
I am here. Perhaps I ought to have
waited a little time before I spoke to
you us I did just now. But I will serve
I will try to get
my apprenticeship.
Into sympathy with the things that
please you. It will not take me long.
As soon as you feel thut we are draw
ing closer together, I will ask you

and she was terrified. Everything had
grown Insignificant. It couldn't really
be possible that with her brains, ber
experience, this man who bad dwelt all
his life In the simple ways had yet the
power to show her the path toward the
greater things! She felt like a child
again. She trembled a little as she
sat down by his side. It was not In
this fashion that she had Intended to
hear what he bad to say.
"I don't know what Is the matter
with me today," she murmured distractedly. "I think I must send you
away. You disturb my thoughts. I
cun't see life clearly. Don't hope for
too much from me," she begged. "But
don't go away," she added, with a sudden Irresistible impulse of anxiety.
"Oh, I wish I wish you understood me
and everything about me, without my
having to say a word!"
"I feel what you are," be answered,
"and that Is sufficient."
Once more she rose to her feet and
walked across to the window. An an- tomobile had stopped in the street below.
She looked down upon It with
a sudden frozen feeling of

i

ROYAL LINE IN A DEMOCRACY1
"Reads Rule the World Not Kings or
Congresses, Net Courts, Nor Constables or Soldiers."

In an argument for good roads some
wise man, whose name has been lost,
made use of the following: "Roads
rule the world not kings, nor congresses, nor courts, nor constables,
not ships nor soldiers. The road la
the only royal line Id a democracy, the
only legislature that never changes,
the only court that never sleeps, the
only army that never quits, the flrst- B,d to tne redemption of any nation,
the exodus from stagflation In any so
ciety, the call from savagery In any
tribe, the high priest of prosperity,
after the order of Melchlsedec, without beginning of days or end of life.
The road is umpire In every war, and
when the new map Is made, It simply
pushes on Its great campaign of help,
and
efficiency
hope, brotherhood,
peace."
The value of good roads may be
better understood when It Is known
that the average cost to farmers of
the United States to transport produce
to market Is more than 23 cents per
ton per mile. These figures do not Include the cost of breakage of harness
or vehicles. The cost per ton per
mile over
roads Is less
than half the present average.

feet.
"Whut nre you going to do about Mr,
Strangewey, Louise?" she asked wist
Louise Mnurel, famous actress, making u motor tour of
fully.
Synopsis.
"What nm I going to do about him?1
when her cur broke down, to spend the
rtmil Kiigliuul, was IUk-'1"He is In love with you," Sophy con
John moved to her side, and for him,
night ill tin- iinri'striil home of Stephen ami John Strangewey, liiu'hi'lor
,
' district.
tinued. "I am sure I am almost sure
in tin- ( ui il
Before she left the next day
too, the Joy of those few moments was
of it."
months Inter lie went to London and
sli'
clouded. A little shiver of presenticaptivated .liihn. 'I'll
Louise's laugh was unconvincing.
looked her up. Slii' Introduced him to her friends, among them Gralllot,
ment took Its place. He recognized the
foolish
"You
!"
child
she
a
exclaimed,
aetre.sn.
iind
little
a playwright,
John,
footman whom he saw standing upon
Sophy Gerard,
The prince smiled.
"I believe thut you huve been worry
the pavement.
purlliinleul in his views, entered the Kay holieiniiin life of the city with
see
"I
It
Is
will
sent
at
to
her
that
do
so
about
think
much
ing.
soon
Unit
seen
John and the prince of Seyre were
you
Why
enthusiasm. It was
"It Is the prince of Seyre," Louise
he
In
are
"You
other
once,"
my
promised.
people?"
rlviils for tile heart and hanil of Louise. Sophy also loved John
faltered.
ore you not? You can pursue
sanctum,
"I'leuse tell me," Sophy begged
"Send him away," John begged.
secretly.
there without Inter want to understand how things really
your
"We haven't finished yet. I won't say
"You
are
much
envied."
are hetween you and John Strangewey.
ruption.
very
anything more to upset you. What I
"Mademoiselle Culuvera Is there," Are you In love with him?"
ut the calling of the melody. There
want now Is some practical guidance."
CHAPTER XII.
As
John
I
am
for
afraid
me,
replied.
was no apparent effort of the body.
Louise's eyes were soft and dreamy.
"I cannot send blm away !"
I
shall
to
have
now."
go
"I wish I knew," she answered. "If
John glanced toward her and bated
Seyre House was one of the few man- She was merely a beautiful, uncurthjy
The
smile
faded from the prince's I am, then there are
himself for his fierce Jealousy. She
sions in Loudon which boasted u ban- shape. It was like the Hitting of n
things in life
Hps. His eyebrows came slowly
more wonderful than I have ever
was looking very white and very paqueting liiiH n well as a picture nai- white moth through the blackness of n
her.
dreamed of. He doesn't live in our
thetic. The light had gone from her
lery. Although the long tahle was laid moonless summer night.
"You nre leaving?" he repeated.
world und our world, as you know
for forty guests, It slill sec d, with
Hut her motions grew more mil
He felt suddenly domlnunt, and, GAINER BY IMPROVED ROADS
eyes.
"I must !" John Insisted, "I enn't has Its grip. He knows
Its shaded lights and its profusion of mated, mure human. With feet which
with that feeling, there came all the
nothing about
a my art, und
Careful
Analysis 8hows Greatest
you can guess whut life
(lowers, like an oasis of color in the seemed never to meet the earth, she help it. IForgive my behaving like
generosity of the conqueror.
Gain Over Present Conditions Is
would be to me without that. What
"Good-bmiddle of the huge, southerly lighted glided toward the corner where John boor, but must go. Good night 1"
!" he said. "Perhaps I can
The
stretched out his hand, future could there be for him and for
Man on Branch Road.
see you sometime tomorrow.
apartment. Some of the faces of the was standing. He caught the smolder but he prince
was too lute.
me together?
I cannot remake my
He raised her hand to his lips and
guests were well known to John ing tire In her eyes as she danced with
John found himself, after a few self."
The development
of sentiment
kissed her fingers, one by one. Then
through their published photographs ; in a few feet of him. He felt a catch In
There was something in Sophy's face
to others he hud lieen presented hy his breath. Some subtle and only half' minutes' hurried walking, In Plcca-dlllhe left the room. She listened to his for Issuing bonds to build permanent
to the surface many
He turned abruptly down Duke that wns ulmost like wonder.
'.lie prince upon their arrival, lie was expressed emotion shook Ills whole be'
footsteps descending the stairs, firm, roads has brought
con"So this is the meaning of the
seati'd hetween a young Atuerlcan star lug, seemed to teur at the locked chain street and made his way to St. James'
resolute, deliberate.
They paused, questions which require careful
park. From here he walked slowly change in you, Louise! I knew thut
of iniisical comedy and u lady who hail her of his soul.
there was the sound of voices the sideration and demand clearly stated
and convincing replies. Of these, the
When he reached the something had happened. You hove
only recently dropped from the so
She had Hung her arms forward, so eastward.
prince nnd he were exchanging greet- one
recurring most frequently Is:
cial liriiaiinent through the medium of near that they ulmost touched liim Strand, however, the storm In his soul seemed so different for the last few
then she heard other footsteps
ings;
Is there In a bond Is"What
the divorce court, to return to the the- He could have sworn that her lips had was still unabated. He turned uway months."
ascending, lighter, smoother, yet just sue for advantage
the farmer who lives several
Louise nodded.
ater of her earlier fame. Hoih allowed called his name. He felt himself be from the Milan. The turmoil of his
as deliberate.
"London has never been the same
Her face grew paler as she listened. miles from one of the Improved
every desire to converse with him he- witched, tilled with un Insane longing passions drove him to the thoughts
tween the Intervals of outing and to throw out his arms In response to of flight. Half an hour later he en- place to me since I first met him in
There was something which sounded roods?"
At first glance It would seem that
to her almost like the beating of fate
drinking, fc'Jt were constantly brought her passionate, unspoken invitation, in tered St. Pnncrns station.
Cumberland;" she admitted. "Some
Im"What time Is the next train north times I think I am to use
to a pause hy John's luck of knowledge obedience to the clamoring of his seeth
in the slow, inevitable approach of the man living directly upon the
own
your
proved road obtains the greatest beneof current topics. After her third Ing senses. lie had forgotten, even, to Kendal or Cnrllsle?" he Inquired.
this unseen visitor.
words in love with John. Sometimes
fits, but careful analysis proves that
The porter stared nt him. John's I feel it is just a queer, indistinct, but
(lass of champagne, the lady w ho had that anyone else was In the room,
the greatest gain over present condiCHAPTER XIV.
recently heen a countess announced
Then, suddenly, the music stopped. evening clothes were spattered with pusslouute appreciation of the ubstruct
tions Is the man on the side road.
iter Intention of taking liliu under her Tile lights flared out from the celling mud, the raindrops were glistening on beauty of the life he seems to stand
Henri Gralllot had made himself With the limited road In and bridge
wing.
and from every corner of the apart his coot and face, and his silk hat was for."
funds usually available
any town"Someone must tell you all ahout ment. Slender and erect, her arms ruined. It was not only his clothes,
Is he really so good, I wonder?"
thoroughly comfortable. He was enand the necessity of keeping the
sconced In the largest of John's ensy ship
ihings," she Insisted. "What you need hanging limply nt her sides, without a however, which uttracted the man's at- Sophy usked pensively.
main highways at least In passable
Is u guide ami a chaperon.
Won't I touch of color in her cheeks or a coll tention. There was the strained look
chairs, bis pipe In his mouth, a recent
"I do not know," Louise sighed. "I
condition, little or nothing Is left for
a fugitive In John's face, n fugitive
of
do?"
refilled
was
Gralllot
of her black hair disarranged, without
ly
teucui)
English
only know that when I first talked to
the less traveled roads.
In nothing except his predilection for working upon
"Perfect ly," he u creed.
a sign of heat or disturbance or pas flying from some threatened fnte.
him, he seemed different from any
As repair expense practically ceases
The
five
nt
train
newspaper
licstcd
the
thirty
ten
on
"Fair play!" pr
the small tuble by his side. when
young siou in her face, John found Alda
man I have ever spoken with In my
permanent roads are built, the
lady on his left, whose name was Kosle Calavera standing within n few feet Is the earliest, sir," he said. "I don't life. I suppose there are few
s
Through a little cloud of tobacco road and bridge funds formerly spent
know
to
whether
can
Kendal
you
to
"I
get
him
first!"
Sharon.
smoke he was studying his host.
spoke
of him, her eyes seeking for his. She
up there, and they keep nearer
on main ronds will be released for use
'So you coll yourself a Londoner upon the side roads.
"Jolly had luck!" Lord Amerton laid her fingers upon Ills arm. The by It, but it stops at Carlisle."
to the big things. Sometimes I won
John
ut
was
looked
the
There
clock.
8he
Felt
of
the
Fire
His
drawled from the other side of the room was ringing witli shouts of up
now, ray young friend, I suppose," he
der, Sophy, if it was not very wrong Unresisting,
In addition, money spent upon these
Kisses.
tahle. "Neither of you have an earth- plause, in which John" unconsciously an hour to wait. He wandered about of me to draw him away from it all !"
remarked, taking pensive note of side roads will go five times as far,
the
station, gloomy, chill, desprted
Saw him out with Joined. Everyone was trying to press
ly. He's hooked.
Is
fashionable
a
John's
"It
clothes.
"ltubblsh!" Sophy declared. "If he again what I have asked you this after
or do five times as much work, as
her the other evening."
forward toward her. With her left The place sickened him, and he strolled Is good, he can prove It and know it noon. In the meantime, I may be your transformation, beyond a doubt I Is it,
out Into the streets uguln. By chance
"I shn'n't eat any more supper," hand she waved them hark.
or
the
surface
wonder, upon
only,
ho left the station by the same exit here. He will come to know the truth friend, may I not? You will let me
Kosle Sharon pouted, pushing uway
"If I have pleased you," she suld, "I
about himself. Besides, It Isn't every- see u great deal of you? You will have you indeed become heart and soul
lier plate.
a son of this corrupt city?"
am so glad! I go now to rest for a as on the day of his arrival In London. thing to possess the standard virtues. help me Just a little?"
He stopped short.
"You ought to have told us ahout little time."
'Whatever I may have become,"
he will be here in a minute.
Louise leaned back In her chair. She
' her at once," the lady who hud heen u
even Louise,
How could he have
You wnnt to be left ulone with him. had been carried off her feet, brought John grumbled, "It's meant three
She tightened her clasp upon her for a moment? This wasforgotten,
not the world
countess declared severely.
companion's arm, and they passed out which he had come to discover. This What ure you going to say when he face to face with emotions which she months of the hardest work I've ever
John preserved his eiptanlmlty.
asks you what you know he will ask dared not unnlyze. Perhaps, after all done !"
of the picture gallery and down a long was Just some plague-spo- t
upon which
to
Is
he
he
"It
murmured, corridor.
presumed,"
Gralllot held out his pipe In front of
her
John felt as If he were he had stumbled.
you?"
there were still sethe
Through
murky
are
hoth free from
"that you ladles
cret chambers. She thought almost htm and blew away a dense cloud of
in a dream. Volition seenwd dawn and across
Louise looked down nt her.
walking
streets
the
he
V"
ugly
uny present attachment
to have left him. He only knew that looked Into
"Dear," she said, "I wish I could with fear of what they might contain. smoke.
She
Louise's drawing-room- .
"(lot you there!" Amerton chuckled, the still, white hand
"Explain yourself," he Insisted.
tell
upon his arm would be there
you. I do not know. That is the Her sense of superiority was vanish
on
him
for
"What ahout Hilly?"
waiting
John stood on the hearth-rug- ,
with
She was, after all, like other
seemed like a vise burning into his the morrow
ing.
troublesome
of
do
I
it
strange,
part
Kosle Sharon sighed.
his hands In his pockets. His morning
women.
flesh.
!"
not
know
Louise! The thought of her was
"We don't come to the prince's stiii-p"Yes," she promised, "I will help. clothes were exceedingly well cut, his
She led him to the end of the corri
"Will you promise me something?"
parties to rcinemlier our ties," she dor, through another door, into a small like n sweet, purifying stimulant. He
We will leave It at that.
Some day tie and collar unexceptionable, his hair
me
"Promise
I
If
that
felt the
of his nerves Sophy begged.
declared. "Let's all pi on talking non- room
fash-Io- n
to
shall
me
talk
you
if
furnished in plain but comforta- soothed. Hethrobbing
you like. closely cropped according to the
uguln,
In
here
until
ufter he hus
quietly
felt himself growing calm. stay
Even if my heart is ble
sense, phase.
of the moment. He had an exIn
the
are
we
remember
both
fashion.
meantime,
will
come
me
and tell
!"
The terror of the last few hours was gone, you
liroken. I could never resist the prince's
"We will invade the prince's own like n nightmare which had
Louise leaned a little downward as free. You have not known many wom- tremely civilized air.
passed. He
pate !"
"Look here, Gralllot," he said, "I'll
she murmured.
If
sanctum."
look
to
"Before I summoned a taxlcab nnd was driven to
into her friend's face. Sophy en, nnd you may change your mind
Apparently everyone was of the
when you have been longer In London. tell you what I've done, although I
I drink nothing but water. Now
the Milan.
His wanderings for the suddenly dropped her eyes, nnd the
salne mind. The hum of laughter stead- dance,
don't suppose you would understand
I
want some champagne. Will you night were over.
color rose to the roots of her hair. Perhaps it will be better for you If
ily grew. I'nder shelter of the lire
what It means to me. I've visited
There wus a knock nt the door, and the you do !"
of conversation, the prince leaned to- fetch me some, and bring It to me
"That Is quite Impossible," John said practically every theater In London."
maid
yourself?"
entered,
parlor
CHAPTER
XIII.
ward his companion and reopened their
"Alone?"
She sunk hack upon a divan us she
"Mr. Strangewey, madam," she an- firmly. "You see," he went on, lookprevious discussion.
Soil Road In North Carolina.
at her with shining eyes, "I know
ing
John
turned
leave
to
the
nounced.
room,
spoke.
in
sat
Gerard
the little back
"Ho you know," he began, "I am
Sophy
now what I half believed from the first
hut she called him back.
looked
Louise
at
John
as
r
room
of Louise's house, which the
curiously
when It was spent upon the roads
In lie somewhat disappointed hy
Louise comes to have a secret
moment that I saw you.. I love you I"
"Come here," she Invited, "close to
called her den, but which she sel she greeted him. His face showed few
where heavy travel quickly wiped out
horror of the prince. Gralllot
your lack of enthusiasm in a certain
to her feet, she
Springing
I cuu wuit for the chain dom entered. The little actress was signs of the struggle through which be
restlessly
side
my
direction !"
every trace of the Improvement. A
gives John soma very sensible
across
room and back
walked
the
but
had
the
of
his
passed,
grim setting
reasonable amount of road and bridge
"I have disappointed many men in
looking very trim and neat In a simple
advice. The next Installment
Imsome
Action
sort
of
seemed
again.
reminded
a
her
little
of his
blue serge costume which fitted her to Hps
money used in ditching and dragging
my lime," she replied.
you douht
brings important developments.
perative. A curious hypnotic feeling
side roads will place them In condition
perfection, her hair very primly ar- brother. He had lost, too, something seemed to be
my power, now that I have promised
all
her
dulling
powers
of
the boyishness, the simple lightto carry the comparatively light traffic
to exercise It?"
ranged nnd tied up with a bow. She
of resistance. She looked Into her life
(TO BK CONTINUED.)
that passes over them to the main
had a pen In her mouth, there was a henrtedness of the day before. In
"Who could?" he replied courteously.
sheaf of bills before her, nnd an open stlnctlvely she felt that the battle had
highway. The man on the side road
"Yet this young man poses, I helleve,
will have, In place of a continuous
ux something of a St. Anthony. He
housekeeping book lay on her knea, begun. She asked him nothing about IS CURIOUS TRADE MONOPOLY
8ome Prussian Orders Cheap.
She hud been busy for the hist half the supper party, and Sophy, quick to
Mention In the recent debate on the haul through the mud from farm to
may give you trouhle."
surface from
town, a
hour making calculations, the result follow her lead, also avoided the sub
"lie is then, what you call a prig?"
Making of Missionary Boxes in England enemy princes bill In the British par farm to the main highway and a highof which hud brought a frown to her ject.
"A most complete and perfect speciLord
Middleton
that
liament,
In
FamBeen
Has
Same
Hands
of
possessed
Luncheon was not a lengthy meal,
fnce.
the Prussian Order of the Red Eagle, ly Improved road, maintained at much
men, even in this nation of prigs!"
ily for Many Generations.
"There Is no doubt about It," she de- nnd immediately Its service was con'
"All that you tell me," she sighed,
led that nobleman to Intervene with less expense to the township or couneluded, Sophy rose to her feet with a
ty, the remainder of the way to his
cided. "Louise is extravagant!"
"makes the enterprise seem easier. It
It Is curious how certain trades and the remark that when It was offered to town or market Farm Engineering.
The door opened, and Louise herself, sigh.
him
he
to
wished
decline
Is, after all. rather like the lioness and
was
but
It,
"I must go and finish my work," she occupations remain peculiar to certain forced to
In a gruy morning gown of some soft
the mouse. Isn't It?"
accept It. It Is cheap, and
declared. "Let me have the den to my- families. There is one occupation for this reason
Drag After Rain.
deep-rewith
a
bunch
of
material,
coveted
the
no
Prussian
toThe prince made
by
reply, hut upon
self for at least an hour, please, Lou employing a large number of men
the road as soon after every
roses
Drag
her
at
looked
Into
the
waist,
whereas
Order
a
the
bourgeois,
his lips there lingered faintly Incredof the rain as
ise. It will take me longer than thut day which Is In the hands of the same Black
room.
possible, but not when the mud
Eagle is almost as exclusive as Is In such
ulous smile. The woman hy his side
family that has been associated with
to muddle through your books."
a condition as to stick to
little
she
girl,"
exclaimed,
"Why,
the
Garter.
Red Eagles are al the
English
leaned hack in her place. She had
Louise led the way upstairs Into the It for many generations. It Is the mak- lotted
drag.
have
been
"how
here?"
you
long
In
the uir of accepting the challenge.
generally
of missionary boxes, says London
January, along with
"All the morning," Sophy replied. "I cool, white drawing room, with its ing
other similar distinctions, at a festival
"After supper," site said, "we will
Attention to Road Drag.
nnd
Its
atmosphere
I
took
the
and
then
started
out,
of
dogs
orders, which Includes a truly demoIt might be supposed that any carsee!"
If we would pay more attention to
on your housekeeping book and the delicate, shadowy air of repose. She
cratic
where the chancellor the road
banquet
could
knock
suitable
a
A single chord of music in a minor
together
penter
drag, we would have better
hills. Your checks will hove to be curled herself up In a corner of the receptacle for contributions to mis may find himself sitting side by side
roads. ,
key floated across the room, soft at
ever this month, Louise, divan and gave John his coffee. Then
than
a
larger
with
or
even
station
local
master,
his
and
other
charitable
funds;
sionary
first, swelling later Into it volume of
nnd I don't see how you can possibly she leaned back and looked at him.
but the fact remains that every mis- postman. In the January before the
Round, then dying away and ceasing
Powder for Cabbage Worms.
"So you have really come to London,
draw them unless you go and see your
sionary society, every church organ war some 7,000 orders were handed out
For cabbage worms: Mix one part
altogether.
Every light III, the pluce
1"
Mr.
Countryman
bankers first."
x
at
annual
this
no
than
fewer
collecting-boa
festival,
that
ization,
requires
of fresh Persian Insect powder with
suddenly extinguished. There re
"I have followed you," he answered.
Louise threw herself Into an easy
1,200 of which were of the Red Eagle four
as a matter of course, to this
mained only the shaded lamps over- "Go
lime, and dust
parts of
"I think you knew that I .would. I goes,
Come Back Quickly. chair.
brand.
and
firm
whose
Is
Quickly,
it
specialty
it on the plants at regular Intervals.
hanging the pictures.
I Walt for You."
Dear me!" she sighed. "I thought tried not to," be went on, after a mo- to make such boxes.
Not
whisiHT was heard In the
ment's pause. "I fought against It as
I had been so careful !"
Their Appetites Were Poor.
It Is a thriving business, and one
Don't
room. John, looking around him in pagne. Tell me, why you are so silent?
to
How can you talk about being care hard as I could; but in the end I had which has profited rather than suffered
It was the boast of a certain famous It doesn't payPayto go Scrimp.
to the expense
astonishment, was conscious only of And my dancing that pleased you?'
ful?" Sophy protested, tapping the to give in. I came for you."
New
about
York
the
for
institution
of
the
that he of cows, stables, land, utensils,
gourmand
war,
through
the
He felt the words stick in his throat pile of bills with her forefinger. Ton
etc,
breathing of the
Louise's capacity for fencing seemed flag days and other means of collect counted a
d
tenderloin
steak for dairy work, then
men and women who lined the nulls, or "Your dancing was indeed wonderful," seem to be overdrawn
scrimp the cows.
suddenly enfeebled. A frontal attack ing funds has led to an enormous In- surrounded by a
lamb chops
already."
were still standing in little group nt he stammered.
T will see to that," Louise
of such directness was irresistible.
crease In the demand for boxes.
merely as the foundation of a fair
Dent Use Whip.'
the end of the long hull. Again there
"It was for you !" she whispered, her "The bank manager is such promised.
"For me !" she repeated weakly.
a charmmeal. Another celebrated bon vtvant
Don't use the whip too freely on a
came the music, this time merged in voice growing softer nnd lower. "It
he
"Of
"None
of
are
course,"
banks
repMed.
and host taking bis preprandlal cock- horse that shies. Patience and kinding person. Besides, what
Baby Was Developing.
a low lut luslstent clamor of other In- whs for you I danced. Did you not feel for
but to oblige their clients? How your arguments would have brought
Johnny was a small boy of about five tails. Invited his guest of honor to men- ness will do better.
strument. Then, suddenly, through
I
me
I
to
desired
here.
have
If
underWere you
pale you look, little girl
years, and he had a baby sister who tion his preference In the way of an
the door t the farther end of the
I Icr arms stole toward him. The un- out late lust
stand this world at all, It Is because It was just learning to walk. One day appetizer. The guest a food worshipnight?"
Look for Dairy Points,
room rump a dimly seen figure in white. natural calm with which she had finIs
you I want don't Johnny saw his little sister stand alone er and running true to form, allowed
Sophy swung around In her place. is your world. It
Look the prospective dairy calf over
The placj seemed wrapied in a mys- ished her dance seemed suddenly to
"I am all right I spent the evening you understand that? I thought you and take a few steps for the first time. as bow three dozen cherry-stonclams for dairy points. Rudimentary teats,
tical twilight, with long black rays of pass. Her bosom was rising and full- in
my rooms and went to bed at eleven would know It from the first moment Johnny ran hurriedly to his mother and might start blm off right And the a large odder cord. etc. Finally look
deeper shadow lying across the floor. ing more quickly. There was a faint o'clock. Who's lunching with yout I you saw me !"
said, "On, mamma, come here quick hideous part of It Is none of the party up Its parentage.
There was a little murmur of tense
of color in her cheek.
He was suddenly on his feet lean- Baby's welkin on ber bind legs."
see the table Is laid for two."
regarded the order as In any way unvoices, and then again silence.
"It was wonderful," he told her. "I
usual. Exchange.
Louise glanced at the clock upon the ing over her, a changed man, masterIf Cow Could Talk.
For a few moments the figure In will get yon the champagne."
Not So Hard as Living.
ful, passionate. She opened her lips,
mantelpiece.
If the cow could talk we may Imwere'
white was motionless Then, without
Her lips
parted. She smiled
Where Eloquence Has Value.
All say "How hard It Is that we have
Mr. Strangewey," she replied. "I but said nothing. She felt herself
agine what she would say to the atany visible commencement, she seemed up at him.
"Eloquence," said' Uncle Eben, "Is tendant who neglects to keep her clean
suppose he will be here In a minute or lifted up, clasped for a moment lu his to die" a strange complaint to come
"Go quickly." she whispered, "and two."
suddenly to blend into the waves of
arms. Unresisting, she felt the fire of from the mouth of people who bare what enables a man to do ten minutes' and well bedded.
low. passionate music. The dnnce It- come back quickly I I wait for you."
work an' den lecture on It In a way
Sophy dropped the housekeeping his kisses. The world seemed to have to live. Mark Twain.
He left the room and passed ont book and Jumped up.
self was without form or definite movedat makes It seem worth a day'a
stopped. Then she tried to push him
Sura Feed Supply.
ment. Khe seemed at first like some again Into the picture gallery before
Several million acres of land In Cal wages."
"I'd better go, tb?n."
away, weakly, and against her own
Silage furnishes an almost sura feed
white, limbless spirit, fiuaCi g here and he had the least idea where he was.
"Of course not" Louise answered. will. At ber first movement he laid ifornia are shortly to be irrigated at a
apply.
litre cross the dark t ars of shadow The band was claying a waits, and "Vnn mnst tsT ta lon-India baa 600,000 blind persona.
Rlns til a hut teoderlv back in ber olace.
total cost of S10.00O.0OO or $10,000,000.
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P8ALM8 OF DELIVERANCE.
LESSON TEXT Psalms 85 and 12.
GOLDEN TEXT They that low in
tear chail reap In Joy. Paalma 126:6.

These Psalms breathe the spirit of
the true patriot The Psalmist sees
his afflicted country suffering (or the
Ins of the people, prays for their
restoration to the Divine favor, and
with the eagle eye of faith anticipates
the Joyful day of spiritual and temporal blessings because of restoration
to the Divine favor. Doubtless such
patriotism would be pleasing to the
Lord on the part of us all.
Psalm 89.
I. Praises
for Mercies Received
vr.
Praise Is given for
(1) Deliverance from Captivity (v.
1).
He had in mind the specific mercies
of given time; perhaps it was one
of the oppressions of the Philistines
from which they bad been delivered.
There seems to be no good ground for
thinking that this was a deliverance
from the Babylonian captivity. His
praise Is given to the Lord, the name
revealed to Moses when the people
were in bondage. It was fitting for
him to appeal to God by the name
which expressed the Divine attribute
most concerned. The central meaning
of the name Lord is the Unchanging,
One.
(2) Forgiveness of Sin (vv. 2, 8).
"Thou hast forgiven the iniquity
covered all their sin." God's restoration was the proof that he had pardoned. Great Indeed was the sin of
Jacob, but God's forgiveness was great
er. He Is peculiarly a God of mercy
Having forgiven the sins his anger Is
taken away. He stayed his hand from
the judgment which would have justly
fallen, to show his mercy. Many times
he does this with us. The reason he
can do this Is that he has found a
way by which he can be just, and at
the same time justify the sinner (Rom.
13:26). In Christ's atonement all our
Bins are blotted out, covered up, and
because of this God's burning, fierce
anger Is turned from us.
II. Prayer for Restoration From
Backsliding (vy.
He knew how worthless the outward
blessings of the Lord would be unless
the people Inwardly turned to the
Lord. He, therefore, besought the
Lord to give them the greuter blessing,
that of a change of heart. Without the
change of heart forgiveness would be
futile. A change of heart can only be
by God's help. Salvation and restom
tton Is only possible as God bestows
enabling grace. No one can come to
God by his own efforts. It was for this
reason that the Psalmist prayed that
God would turn them. Only as the
people turn from their sins can God's
anger be turned aside. Two things are
prayed for:
(1) That God would turn the hearts
of bis people toward himself (v. 4).
Knowing the people's utter helplessness to turn to God, he cried out to
God to save them by turning them to
himself. He knew that God's anger
could not turn from the people as long
as they were impenitent.
(2) That God would take away the
very remembrance of their sins (vv.
).

g

).

).

(a) The ending of his 'anger (v. 6).
The desire seems to be that he would
wipe out the vefy marks of his dls
pleasure by not longer allowing pun
Ishment to be meted out to them,
(b) The return to the people's joy
(v. 6).
Their Joy could only be realized
The
through a revival from God.
Psalmist now becomes more bold In his
requests. He is getting near enough to
Clod's heart to know that he delights
in the welfare of his children, delights
in their Joy. The sure proof of a re
vival is Joy.
(c) Shall stow them mercy (v. 7).
"Make It visible," is his cry. God's
Judgment was most real. His desire is
that his mercy would be just as real.
III. Exultant Anticipation (vv.
Having spoken the sentiment of the
repentant people, the poet expresses
confidence of the Lord's response. So
faithful Is God that those who sincerely pray to him can go forward
with the assurance of petitions granted.
(1) "He will speak peace" (v. 8).
He knew that a gentle answer would
come, but Its continuance would depend upon the fidelity of the people.
Turning to folly would provoke again
his wrath.
(2) Will bring his salvation near
v. 9).
Only as his salvation was near could
glory be In the land.
(3) Devise a way by which "Mercy
and truth," "Righteousness and peace,"
may be united (w. 10, 11).
He did not suggest a way. He may
not have known It. Faith now sees
the way In Christ. In. him such a
union has been blessedly effected.
(4) The land shall become fruitful
(v. 11).
When sin is removed, temporal prosperity shall follow. Earth's barrenness Is due to sin. When the curse la
removed frultfulness shall follow.
shall be the
(5) Righteousness
guide of his people (v. 12).
In that golden, glad age God's righteous ways will leave a track In which
his own may walk with security.
Psalm 126.
I. The Fact of Zion's Deliverance
(vr. 1, 2).
(1) By whom (v. 1). The Lord.
.
(2) Effect .f (vv. L2).
(a) The people were scarcely able
to believe It So sudden and unexpected was their deliverance thst It
seemed to them as a dream. They expressed their feeling In Joyful laughter.
(b) The heathen noted their deliverance as marvelous, and ascribed It to
Ond (v. 2t.
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Battles Which Hade the World

Napoleon ever believed that Traf- she had struck, but it was from this
vessel that he received his death. An
algar cost him England. Not until the
he

day of his death on St. Helena did
cease to berate the unfortunate Admiral Vllleneuve, who lost the day,
lost his 'fleet and In losing the latter
lost for Napoleon all chance of transporting safely across the channel the
great French army which lay at
Boulogne ready for the crossing In
flutboats the moment the menace of
the British navy could be removed.
Nelson, having chased the allied
French and Spanish fleet to the West
Indies and back, was doing watchdog
duty off Cadiz wherein lay the French
and the Spaniards, 84 soil of the line
Velleneuve was
and 7 frigates.
distrustful of the skill of his crews
and the equipment of his vessels. Napoleon was In a rage at Vllleneuve,
whom he denounced . for "excessive
pusillanimity" and to replace whom he
started Rosily for Cadiz. Vllleneuve,
hearing of his Intended successor's
approach and possessing certain discretionary orders which directed him
to proceed to Naples, fighting the
English should he encounter them In
Inferior number, put to sea, leaving
one of his ships behind him. Thereupon Nelson, with 27 sail of the line and
four frigates, sprang at his throat
The action was fought on the twenty-first
of October, 1805. Nelson, coming on deck at daylight could see the
enemy In line of battle 12 miles to
leeward. His captains already possessed his memorandum of battle
which called for attack in two columns,
one led by Colllngwood In the Royal
Sovereign and one by Nelson himself
In the Victory. Nelson, however, was
far too able a man to expect rigid adherence to any rule of thumb program. His memorandum made broad
provisions. "No captain," he wrote,
"can do wrong If he places his ship
alongside that of an enemy."
To meet the attack Vllleneuve
fdrmed In double column, his line curving something after the fashion of a
crescent. Nelson observed this disposition with approval. Attack at once,
he directed, and hoisted his famous last
signal: "England expects every man
to do his duty."
To cut the enemy's escape. Nelson's
column was headed about two points
farther north than was Colltngwood's.
In consequence It was hls latter officer In his
flagship who
first came Into action. The Royal Sovereign plunged Into the enemy line
just astern of the Spanish Admiral
Alava's craft, the big three decker,
Santa Anna, which caught the Sovereign's starboard broadside.
Colllngwood was In his element.
"What would Nelson give to be here I"
he cried to Rotherham, his captain.
Nelson for his part called Colllngwood
a "noble fellow," as the Victory, flying
every battle ensign her flag locker
would yield, plunged Into the fighting.
The admiral headed for his old acquaintance, the Santlssima Trinidad, a
huge craft of no less than four decks,
which greeted him with a terrific blast
from her tiers of cannon. Scott, the
admiral's secretary, fell at the first
d
shot mowed
fire. A
Drawn up with the
eight marines.
guard close by the Admiral's side. Another shot whizzed between Nelson and
the Victory's commander.
Hardy,
"Warm work," said Nelson; "Too
warm to last long."
In the tops of the enemy's ships
soldier rifleman were busily at work.
To them Nelson, In his admiral's uniform, with four stars of the orders
with which he was Invested on his
left breast, was a shining mark. Bent-ty- ,
the Victory's surgeon, and Scott,
her chaplain, begged him to remove
these decorations, but Nelson answered : "In honor I gained them and
In honor I will die with them."
No less than 50 men aboard the Victory bad been killed before she fired a
gun. Then she was laid along side
tha Redoubtable, her guns touching
the French ship through the timber of
which their shot went crashing. Her
larboard
meanwhile, was
battery,
busily engaged with the Bucentaure,
Villeneuve's flagship, and the Santlssima Trinidad. Harvey, who saw her
thus engaged from the Temeralre, declared afterward that she seemed to
belch fire. All the other British ships
were similarly occupied. The cannonade was terrlfllc, the slaughter dreadful. The French and Spanish, who for
the most part had gone Into action
without flags, were now producing
Vilthem In order to surrender..
leneuve's fleet was being knocked to
pieces about him.
Twice Nelson gave the order to cease
firing upon the Redoubtable, believing
fast-sailin- g

double-heade-
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Many Indian Languages.
totnra vnn write the government or
the Smithsonian Institution and request it to send you the Indian name
for this or that thing, bear in mind
thnf thora Is no one American Indian
language, says the Popular Science
Monthly. On the contrary, were are
in, loan than one thousand languages
In the two Americas and practically
five hundred distinct Indian languages
north of Mexico. Thus. It Is impossible
to give the Indian word for any English equivalent If you do receive an
answer to your inquiry, the wora given
Is probably chosen from the language
of the tribe which once Inhabited the
particular part of the country from
which the request comes.
The Rolling Stone
Whatever may be our estimate of
the man we call a rolling stone. It Is
well to recognize that he Is Incorrigi
ble. No consideration of the temporal
prosperity that perseverance In things
unpleasant may bring has the slightest power to Influence him. Reprove
his restlessness, shut him up with
la your office, yon will not make

Infantryman In her mlzzen top took
careful aim at the gallant figure on
the Victory's quarterdeck and sent a
musket ball through the epaulet on his
left shoulder. He fell upon his face in
the pool of blood left by Scott, bis dead
secretary.
Adair and his marines
sprang to the stricken admiral's side.
"They have done for me at last
Hardy," he said. "My backbone is shot
through.".
And as they were carrying him below he gave orders that the severed
tiller ropes be replaced, the while he
covered his face and his stars with
his handkerchief that neither the enemy nor his own gallant seamen might
know who It was that was dying.
In the cockpit, where he waved
away the surgeon, declaring that time
spent on him was but wasted, when
it might save the life of some other
man, the admiral could hear the crew
of the Victory cheering as ship after
ship In the enemy line hauled down her
colors.
"I hope," said the dying louder, "no
English ship has struck."
"No fear," answered Hardy.
"Then I am satisfied," whispered
Nelson. "Thank God I have dono my
duty."
A little later he asked the sorrowing
Hardy to kiss him. Afterward he commanded to the care of his nation Lady
Hamilton and his daughter, Horutia.
Then three hours after he had sustained his wound and with the splendid
triumph wrought by his skill and
bravery all about him, he died.
Of the allied fleet no less than 18
Nelson had predicted 20 surrendered
to the English. Four of the van who
escaped subsequently fell victims to
the squadron of Sir Richard Strnchan.
Only 11 craft of the squadron limped
back Into Cadiz where they lay quiescent under Rosily until forced to
surrender to the Spaniards by the outbreak of the Peninsular war. Napoleon's plan for the Invasion of England
could no longer possess existence.

It's everybody's builneu,
In this old world of ours.
To root up all the weei he finds,

And make room for the flowers.
that every little garden
No matter where It lies.
May look like that which God once
made,
And called It Paradlae.
So

CANNING

The world will turn aside to let any
one pass who knows where he Is going.
David Starr Jordan.
COOLING

AND PICKLING.

Tomatoes and corn are two of our
fall vegetables that we never seem to
have too much of
to put Into the cellars. Drying corn
Is one of the easiest ways of pre
serving It and Is
more g e n e r a I ly
liked when dried
quickly than even
well canned corn.
Pull the ears, husk and silk and drop
Into boiling water for five minutes, re
move from the boiling water and dip
Into cold water, drain and pull from
the cob and place In the drying pans,
or place In jars, adding salt brine,
using a teaspoonful of Bait to a pint of
boiling water, to fill the Jars to over
flowing. Seal the jars tight, then turn
back half an Inch, place on a rack In a
boiler or other receptacle, cover to the
depth of an inch over the top of the
tallest jar and cook three hours for a
quart, three hours and a half for a
jur. Seal on being taken
from the boiler.
Can or dry all vegetables or fruits as
quickly as possible after picking. The
slogan today Is "An hour from the gar
den to the can," If prime foods are
thus cared for they will be superior
when opened In the winter.
Tomato Canning. Select firm, ripe,
uniformly red tomatoes for canning, of
small size to slip whole into the jar.
Cover with boiling water until the
skins crack, dip quickly Into cold wa
ter, drain and peel, using care to remove the hard green stem end and not
to break Into the seed sacks and lose
the juice. Pack Into sterilized Jars
and fill with tomato Juice, without a
drop of water; add a little salt, half a
teaspoonful to each quart, and seal as
for other vegetables. Cover In the
boiler with boiling witter and cook a
Remove and seal tightly at
HE TRIED TO QUIT TOBACCO once. Good rubbers, If the Jars are not
sealed too tight, will pass through the
Tokyo Lawyer, After Months of Ab- three hours' cooking of corn with'
out stretching or looping out from un
stinence, Resumed 8moklng on
der the cover. If this should occur, re"Doctor's Orders."
move the rubber, replace with another,
A prominent Tokyo barrlster-at-law- ,
dipped In hot water, and put back to
Mr. Masuo Soeda, has long been a lov- boll again for a few minutes to be sure
er of tobacco and so have the mem- the vegetable has been well sterilized,
bers of his family, says East and West We are asked not to allow anything
Most of the servants In his household to go to waste ; If we do not need It,
were likewise addicted to "the weed." it may be placed In reserve for those
One day last winter Mr. Soeda unex- who do, as there surely will be many
procpectedly Issued an
As plants convert the mineral Into
He assembled the entire
lamation!
food for animals, so each man converts
household and delivered a tirade
some raw material In nature to human
against the poisonous effects of nicouse. Emerson.
tine upon the human system. From
the viewpoints of physical welfare, DI8HES WITH CONDENSED MILK.
moral well being and national econoCondensed milk Is a great convenimy, he commanded his domestic auditors to follow his exumple by ceasing ence and a supply may be kept for any
the use of tobacco. All pipes, ash
emergency.
Banana Ice Cream.
trays, cigars, cigarettes and humidors
Were burned or destroyed. The strugTake two pint cans of
condensed milk, one
gle was difficult for some of the family, but they were strengthened by the
qunrt of water, jme and
o n e - h a f cupfuls of
exumple of the master of the house.
On June 1, however, Mr. Soeda wai
sugnr, six bnnnnas and
the strained Juice of hulf
seen to light a cigar while seated In
I lull nn,l U'ftsh
i I ..... ,1,1
his library. A cynical friend, who had
grumbled about the lawyer's prohibiataaZaal sugar and lemon juice
tion of tobacco, exclaimed :
nnd beat to a smooth
"So, you've been smoking on the sly,
pnste. Dilute the milk with the water
despite your resolution 1"
"Not at all; this Is my first cigar and combine with the other IngrediIn five months," was the reply. "My ents. Freeze as usual.
Lemon Sherbet. Strain the Juice of
physician thinks he has detected symptoms of fatty degeneration of my heart three large lemonR, add one and
cupfuls of sugar, one can of conand fans recommended tobacco as an
antidote. Therefore, I have begun tak densed milk diluted with water, stir
until the sugar Is dissolved nnd fold
ing my medicine. That's all."
In the beaten whites of two eggs.
Freeze.
Happiness and Pleasure,
Spoon Bread. Take four tnhlcspoon-ful- s
Ignorance confounds happiness with
of condensed milk, one cupful of
pleasure. Pleasure comes from without, happiness from within. People boiling wnter, one cupful of comment,
may be very gay and profoundly mis- two talilespoonfuls of butter, one
of sugnr nnd one tablespoon-fu- l
erable. By the same token they may
of flour, three tenspoonfuls of bakbe really rich, yet actually poor. In
either case their condition Is due tc ing powder, a half teaspoonful of salt
the fact that the happiness which they nnd two eggs. Mix the comment, flour,
siftsought, they sought for themselves. salt and baking powder together,
Therein is the poignant error of life. ing well. Dilute the milk with the
wnter and add the melted butter. Beat
People who seek happiness for them- the
eggs, separating the yolks and
selves fail to find It But they who
succeed In securing It for others, dis- whites. Add the yolks to the liquid
cover that on them also It has been be- mixture and combine the dry Ingredients. Lastly fold In the beaten whites.
stowed. Edgar Saltus.
Bake In a greased pan SO minutes.
Creamed Lima Beans. Cook the
She Had Experience.
An applicant for a telephone Job at beans until tender in salted water,
as little water as possible. When
Memphis, when asked If she had ever using
conhad any operating experience replied: tender add two tnhlesponnfuls of wadensed milk, two tahlespoonfuls of
"Yes, I have had my adenoids re
ter, a dash of paprika and a tablespoon-fu- l
moved." Long Lines Traffic Doings.
of butter. Serve hot
Condensed milk with water may with
him content He has no fear of being various vegetable sensonlngs be conset adrift In the world without re- verted Into a cream of anything, soup
sources, for of' his chief resource his In a short while.
readiness to seek adventures brave
There are some of the condensed
and new no man can ever deprive milks which will whip nnd may thus
him. He cannot be fitted to our ordi- be used as whipped cream for garnary measures. His delight is set up- nishes or for pudding sauces. If the
on a different kind of life. Exchange. flavor Is at all objectionable. It may be
disguised by adding a strong flavor of
orange or other flavors of strength.
Laws ef Old.
Condensed milk may be combined
In one of the famous English cases
referred to In Chltty's "Criminal Law" with various fruit juices and pulps,
it was decided that "spreading rumors making most delicious frozen dishes.
with Intent to raise the price of a par- The soups from canned fruit are espeticular species of product endeavoring cially nice used with this milk as they
to enhance its price by persuading
others from abstaining from bringing
Understanding.
It to market and engrossing large
More hate would be mellowed to
to
in
resell
them
order
at
quantities
Intimate knowledge than
love
the exorbitant prices occasioned by would by
regard to disfavor. A smattertheir own artifices, are offenses IndictInformation Is a treacherous posable at common law, and subject the ing
session. All' It requires to effect
fine
so
to
and
Imprisonparty
acting
ment at the discretion of the court better relations between nations as
well as Individuals Is knowledge, and
in which he Is convicted."
more knowledge.
In
Dew.
Radium
The, First Garment.
An Italian university
professor
Come to think of It Eve must have
claims tb have found radium la ordiworn a coat of tan even before the
nary dew.
apple episode. New Haven Register.
two-qua-
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usuully have a high flavor of their own
which overcomes any of the fluvor of
the milk.

DRINKS.

These are always In season and a
variety to choose from when entertaln- -'
lng Is an advantage.
Laureate Mint Punch.
Put Into a punch bowl
two cupfuls of sugar, the
juice of a dozen lemons,
and thinly sliced portions of six lemons. Set
aside to chill. When
ready to serve add four
cupfuls of chipped ice
and a cupful of mint
leaves or sprays of mint,
add four bottles of ginger ale, stir well
and serve.
Chlffonade Tea Punch. Make four
cupfuls of strong tea, let It cool, then
add to It the Juice of six lemons and
one pineapple cut In fine pieces, one
pound of cherries, cooked, one cupful
of granulated sugar. Stir until the
sugnr Is dissolved. Add a quart of car
bonated water. Pour Into a glass pitcher, put a sprig of fresh mint on the top
and pour Into glasses half filled with
chipped Ice. Serve with soft cookies.
Iced
Turkish Coffee. Prepare a
quart of clear black coffee and while
still hot stir In three yolks of eggs
well beaten into two cupfuls of boiling
hot milk. Cook over hot water until
thick, using care not to curdle the egg,
sweeten to taste and when cold add
the stiffly beaten whites and one cupful of firmly whipped cream. Serve
with straws in chilled glasses, adding
a teaspoonful of cracked ice to each,
garnish with a small pyramid of
whipped cream with a cherry on top of
the cream.
Chocolate 8lrup. Put six heaping
tablespoonfuls of grated chocolate Into
a saucepan over the fire, add two cupfuls of boiling water; simmer slowly
and stir occasionally until the chocolate Is dissolved, then add four cupfuls of granulated sugar and stir until
the sugar Is dissolved, then simmer for
five minutes. Strain and add two
of vanilla and pour Into bottles and seal. When ready to serve allow
of a cupful of cold
milk and two tablespoonfuls of the
sirup for each glass required. Put
the ingredients into a large mason Jnr,
well covered, and shake well for three
minutes, pour Into chilled tumblers and
garnish with whipped cream.
three-quarte-

It Is the best sign of a great nature
that It opens a foreground, and like
the breath of morning landscapes. Invites onward. Emerson.
FROZEN DISHES.

The collection of suits presented for
fall Is really superb. Good taste dominates them In styles and color and In
materials and trimming.
They are
Most of the
wonderfully tailored.
new wool goods have a soft, velvety
finish, and certain fashionable colors
appear at their best In surfaces of this
kind, like tan, beige, castor, gray and
wine.
The quiet of the colors fashionable
for fall makes room for all sorts of
clever eccentricities of cut, and the
smartest tailors have taken advantage
of this opportunity to show how Ingenious they can be. They think out

end mash the

Neatly always, with such splendid
materials, the designer confines herselfj
to the simplest methods of using It!
The bodice In this Instance appears ta
be a straight piece of the material
wrapped easily about the figure. Thei
skirt Is very full, but the weight of
the passementerie holds It close to the
It Is draped at the sides ssj
figure.
demonstrated In the picture. For aJ
dancing frock it may be caught by the
fingers and lifted like a' pair of wings.

THE SORT OF SUITS WE WANT.
the best lines for the slender figure
and the best lines for the stout figure
and proceed to work revolutions In the
The
appearance of their patrons.
plump lady looks trim and the thin
lady looks graceful, having lost her
angles In a new and Innocent-lookintailored suit which has been craftily
designed to conceal them. They go on
their way rejoicing nfter they have
selected the styles made for them.
A study of the suit pictured above
will reveal what the art of the tailor
can do by wny of achieving the
and Interesting while preserving
the simple, graceful lines demanded
..he coat Is cut with
by the mode.
hanging panels, each finished nt the
bottom with n band of fur. Plaits, set
In at the bnck, dispose of the waistline In the best possible way and concede the right of fashion to demand
that backs he made Interesting. There
Is a collnr of fur, and deep plain cuffs
of the cloth nttrnct attention to their
shapeliness with big bone buttons set
g

un-su-

The following are a few recipes of
Ice creams which will be a little out
out of the ordinary.
Frozen Peaches.
Take two quarts
one
of peaches,
quart of water and
three cupfuls of
sugar. Pare, stone

with the radiance of pearls and diamonds. It is to be worn with a scarf
of mullnes over the arms and ahoul-der- s,

The bodice Is supported by strands of
rhlnestone over the shoulders and
joined to the skirt by an easy girdle of
the mnterlnl that conforms to the lines
of the waist.
Flat tassels of crystal beads finish
the Joints of drapery at the sides and
at the bottom of the skirt. White satin
slippers and white silk stockings, and
a band of brilliants about the hair, are
to be worn with this frock, and they
should be without ornament.
The
scarf of tulle about the shoulders not
shown In the picture veils the brilliance of sequins and rhlnestones and
adds beauty to the gown and to Ita

Drawnwork for Undergarments.
Flat decoration continues to be the
favorite trimming for the new French
under apparel. In a shipment just arrived from Paris, both voile triple and

Add six
peaches.
broken peach kernels to the sugnr and water, and boll In a row.
The skirt is plain, leaving intricacies
five minutes.
Strain and when cool
add to the peaches and freeze.
Pistachio Cream and Peaches. Conk
together a pint of milk, one
of flour nnd one cupful of
sugar In a double boiler fifteen
minutes, then add a beaten egg and
cook until It Is set. Cool, add a pint
of cream, one tablespoonful of vanilla
nnd one teaspoonful of nlmnnd and
green coloring to that. Freeze nnd
serve with
sliced ponches.
Junket Ice Cream Take a quart of
milk, one cupful of cream,
one nnd a quarter cupfuls of sugar,
of a teaspoonful of salt, one
nnd a half rennet tablets dissolved in
one tablespoonful of cold water, flavor
with a tablespoonful of vanilla. Mix
In the order given, pour Into a dish nnd
let stand In n warm place to set,
then freeze in a smull freezer, mold
nnd puck In Ice nnd salt. When serving, garnish with sliced peaches.
Fig Ice Cream. Sonk two pounds of
figs over night. Put through a ment
chopper, cover with boiling wnter and
bring to the boiling point. Tnke a
qunrt of milk, one pint of cream, one
nnd a half cupfuls of sugar, boll, add
to the figs, cool nnd flavor with any
desired flavoring.
Sherbet Strain
the
Blackberry
Juice from a quart of preserved black
as
much
woter as
berries, ndd half
juice, and sugnr If not sweet enough.
Add n tablespoonful of lemon Juice.
Freeze to a mush, then add the whites
LIKE A GORGEOUS BUTTERFLY.
of two eggs beaten stiff and freeze
hard. Grape Juice, raspberry or any
fruit juice may be treated In this same of cut and making to the coat. ' After linen have been treated In this way.
all, It contrives to escape being fussy There are many different stitches la
way.
and to preserve the clean lines that this work, which is really drawnwork.
The one most commonly seen Is the
belong to the tailor-madThis Is one of those brilliant eve- "filet" stitch, a kind of delicate punch-wor- k
that forms a Incy web and Is as
ning gowns that trnnsform their wenr-er- s
into the semblnnce of a wonderful excellent background for the design,
So It Seems.
"Women are not very strong phys butterfly. It Is made of net with a either In embroidery or more commonpetticoat underneath of net and still ly of the solid material outlined la a
ically."
"So they say. Yet a womnn can put another pf thin nnd lustrous satin. The fine white thread.
The designs ore usunllv conventionthe lid on a jar of fruit so that a Her- dress is almost Incrusted with straight
cules con hardly get It off." Kansas bands of mother-of-peasequins nnd al flower patterns, ratner large, or
little rhlnestones that reflect the light else merely geometrical.
City Journal.
table-spoonf- ul

fresh-chille-

d

luke-wnr-

one-eigh-

Jumping Rope Recorder.

The Use of Furs.

Furs are well considered this seathe vocal gymnastics have been
taken out of the youthful pastime of son for millinery, according to the
jumping rope. A Jumping rope has bulletin of the Retail Millinery Assobeen Invented which automatically reg- ciation of America. They are used as
isters the numbers of times It Is turned. trimmings, facings and edgings, and
In other words, children can Jump also are combined with other matethemselves to death without uttering a rials. Mole, kolinsky, ermine, Jap
nutria and
mink, genet mole-dye-d
sound. Popular Science Monthly.
squirrel are all In favor.
Ail

Astronomically Speaking.
can't dance de stars to bed an'
foller de sun 'round de daytlura. Atlanta Constitution.
You

cheese cloth. Tack all together with
white or colored yam, and thus make
a light quilt superior to a comforter.
Finish the edge by crocheting around
all 'four sides.

Next!
Courtney was making his first acquaintance with a cat After examining the ears, nose, claws, and tall, he
turned his attention to the mustache
of Mr. Cat After a silent and thought
To Mend Blankets,
To mend all breaks and tears In ful Inspection he looked up and
old blankets, cover both sides with "Aunty, do he shaver
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Concert At S. R. Cathedral
SOME FUTURE DAY
The concert given by the Scottish
(Continued from page five.)
Some future day when what is now Rite choir at the Cathedral Wed
is not,
the nroposition should he taken no
A. ITacc
of A thillllTI1ll',
nesday ntght was a very pleasing
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A Chance To Do Your Bit
Help your merchant curtail deliyer-ie- s
in your home town.
The Government asks you to do
this. Men and equipment mutt be
released for war service.
Order
Carry your own packages.
but once a .(fay.
Cut out "On Approval" orders.
A package under your arm is a
badge of honor.
No man must be taken from essential war service to deliver parcels
you might carry yourself
The cost of delivery in the average store is three per cent of the
net sales. That's money wasted.
Make it possible for Uncle Sam
to have more men in his army. Make
it possible for your home merchant
to reduce the High Cost of Living.
Help win the war. Woman's Auxiliary,
i
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neutral nations are first anxious to
how many additional cards
Secretary Lansing has up his sleeve.
know

Washington Post.

200 K. W. 7c per K. W.
300 K. W. 6c per K. W.
400 K. W. 5c per K. W.
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Mexican housewives.
Experts say Americans use twioe
as much sugar as any other people.
Our Allies face a shortage for their
real needs. Nurses in France report
wounded soldiers are forced t
go without sugar.
Use less candy, and less sugar ia
tea and coffee.
Don't frost calces. Substitute honer
and dark syrups wherever possible.
rood ts pmmunition. Soldiers at
the front need it.
Woman's Auxiliary.
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The Food Administration at Wait-ingto- n
makes this appeal to New
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All in excess of the above at 4c per K. W.
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Special Rates for Cooking.
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PHONE 52 W

Swastika Coal, Cerrillos Coal, All Kinds
Steam Coal; Madrid, N. M., Anthracite
Coal, Madrid Smithing Coal, Cord and
Sawed Wood, Factory Kindling.
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Make These Hot Days Enjoyable
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There is Nothing More Refreshing
when one is hot and "dry" and fatigued
than a drink of cold, sparkling bever-
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Gingerale
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Sarsaparilla
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CLIQUOT

Root Beer
Lemon Sour

Orange Phosphate
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AUDITORIUM HOTEL
'Most convenient Hotel in Denver for Shopping.
Only 1 block from Denver Dry Goods Company.;
Only l2 blocks from Lewis Dry Goods Co.
Only 2l2 blocks from Joslin Dry Goods Co.
Only 4 blocks to Daniel & Fisher Dry Goods Co.
Only 3 blocks to the o main theatres and all the
main picture shows.
TWO NEW MODERN,
F
GARAGES JUST FINISHED WITHIN ONE HALF BLOCK OF HOTEL.
FIRE-PROO-
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INSURANCE AGENCY IN THE OLDEST CITY
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C. A. BISHOP
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The main street car lines one half
block away (for quiet) reaches everj
part of the City and City Parka.
The main auto State thoioughiai
from North and South poet past our
door.
The Auditorium Hotel is comfort--able-.
You feel just like yon were
at home. The ladies lounging roons.
which has jus been lately ccriplet-e-d
on the first floor, adds greatly to
the comfort and convenience of tbs)
guests.

RATES AND PRICES ARE REASONABLE.
The dinng room is attractive and prices very
modest. The a la carte menu and table d'hote
meals are both used.
Watson Bros, own the Hotel and furnishings
TRY THE AUDITORIUM NEXT
TIME YOU COME TO DENVER,

